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ABSTRACT

Emergent economies often suffer from insufficient public institutions to enforce contract  
commitments and property rights. Informal reputation-based arrangements offer an alternative  
but they require both wide-spanning and closely knit networks that permit exchange partners to  
learn about each other's past behavior and enable collective sanctioning. The dilemma for  
emergent economies is that they typically lack such simultaneous network reach and cohesion,  
and are fragmented into various interest groups instead. How, then, is entrepreneurship possible  
under the twin condition of  weak institutional support for economic activity and fragmented  
networks? We examine how partnership networks and reputation channel the mobilization of  
basic capital for new enterprises, using quantitative historical information on 4,172 corporate  
elite partnerships during the industrialization of  late imperial Russia. Our evidence suggests that  
reputation is locally effective in small and isolated network components of  founders who share  
similar ethnic, kinship and regional origins. In contrast, founders situated in the network core  
benefit less from reputation and more from wide-reaching ties, brokerage opportunities and  
diversity, which are systematically related to more successful capital mobilization.



Entrepreneurship in Fragmented Networks

Efficient market organization requires reliable and enforceable laws that protect contracts and  

property rights. Ensuring the reliability of  market supporting laws through coercion remains a  

key role for governments. States are expected to set and enforce the “rules of  the game” for  

market enterprise. Historical evidence on institution-building supports this familiar view of  the  

economic role of  the state (Bates et al. 1998; Mokyr 2009; North 1981). Enforcement and 

reliability are a different matter in emergent economies or severely divided societies because they  

often suffer from insufficiently developed public institutions that do not support economic  

transactions in this way (Owen 1991a, 2005; Weingast 1997). In such settings, where states fail to  

provide adequate institutional scaffolding for economic activity, such as the protection of  private  

enterprise and property rights, privately organized substitutes may emerge in its place.

An exemplary case is the coalition of  Maghribi traders in the medieval Mediterranean  

(Greif  2006). The Maghribi traders specialized in overseas trade and typically invested in  

multiple voyages at the same time. As they could not personally accompany and oversee each of  

their shipments, the traders had to employ agents to sell their goods in distant ports. The question  

for the traders was how reliable and committed to contracts were the agents: were they going to  

be honest business partners or swindlers? The Maghribi traders' private-order solution to this  

commitment problem was to form a coalition, held together by cohesive ethnic networks, strict  

loyalties, and close communication channels that spanned long distances. Agents who were found  

to have embezzled goods or proceeds for their own gain were ostracized by the entire coalition,  

losing their reputation of  being reliable agents in the community of  traders. Such enforcement  

through reputation works as long as agents value the long-term benefi ts of  a good reputation 

more than the short-term gains from embezzlement (Greif  2006; Milgrom, North, and Weingast  

1990).
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Reputation-based institutions as substitutes for unreliable public institutions are not  

limited to distant historical settings. Similar arrangements have been observed in such diverse  

cases as the reliance on collective reputation among loan-seeking fi rms during Mexico's modern 

industrialization (Maurer and Sharma 2001), the enforcement of  communal norms among  

neighboring farmers to contain potential confl icts arising from cattle trespassing in present-day  

rural California (Ellickson (1991), or as a means to cope with markets for lemons in colonial  

Southeast Asia and elsewhere (Kollock 1994).

While context-specific variation in reputation-based institutions undoubtedly exists, they  

all rely upon a particular organizational foundation to work effectively as a substitute for public  

institutions. The main organizational basis is network closure because it enables local monitoring  

as found in the Maghribi trader coalition. Closure implies that a person's contacts are also linked  

with each other. Close ties within a cohesive community ensure that members know how their  

exchange partners have behaved in the past, whether this behavior complied with community  

norms, and if  these partners should be trusted in future transactions. As closure tends to contain  

knowledge and resources within local social circles, it alone will not promote economic  

development – but it offers an effective instrument for ensuring that existing economic activities  

can be maintained (Burt 2005; Coleman 1990; Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990).

Closure contrasts with network reach, which comes in two forms. In its fi rst function, 

reach merely allows for monitoring in long-distance transactions via network ties as illustrated in  

the Maghribi case. Government-enforced legal systems ensure effective monitoring because states  

can rely on their monopoly of  violence to sanction the behavior of  all subjects within their entire  

territory (North 1981). To be just as effective, private-order substitutes have to extend the control  

benefits of  closure through expansive networks beyond the boundaries of  a few local  

communities. Reach in this sense primarily helps to sustain economic activity. In its second  
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function, and perhaps more important, network reach is also critical for fostering economic  

development because it opens access to novel and diverse resources and opportunities that lie  

beyond local closure.

We argue that the social organizational demands of  private-order institutions reveal a  

dilemma that is particularly salient for societies in transition as they struggle to overcome their  

economic backwardness, understood here as an insufficient ability or willingness of  governments  

to maintain reliable market-supporting institutions as public goods (Haber, Razo, and Maurer  

2003; Owen 2005). Because their public institutions are insuffi ciently developed, emergent  

economies and societies should be prime candidates for the creation of  privately organized  

alternatives. And yet, their dilemma is that they often lack precisely the broad and cohesive social  

structures that private-order substitutes require to be effective enforcement mechanisms. Instead,  

transition societies tend to be plagued by network fragmentation into numerous interest groups,  

motivated by ethnic, religious, regional, and other rivalries. The contrast between the demand for  

cohesive, yet wide-spanning networks and the existence of  fragmented networks leaves us with a  

puzzle: how are successful economic activities possible when public institutions are unreliable and  

fragmented networks erode the organizational basis for private-order substitutes?

We consider this general puzzle of  institutional development in the historical setting of  

corporate industrialization in late imperial Russia (1869-1913). We focus on the activities of  the  

corporate elite during the most important period of  industrialization: from the years following  

the Great Reforms, including the emancipation of  enserfed peasants, to the eve of  the Great War  

in 1913, which brought both the imperial regime and corporate capitalism in Russia to an end.  

The Russian case is ideally suited for understanding the dilemma just described. Earlier historians  

examined late tsarist Russia as a quintessential case of  an economically backward state relative to 

its western competitors (Crisp 1976; Gerschenkron 1962). Spurts of  rapid economic growth in 
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key corporate sectors such as the railway, textile, and metallurgy industries combined with glaring  

constitutional deficiencies, thus illustrating the gap between Russia and its more developed rivals  

during this pre-war period (Gregory 1994; Kahan 1989). Particularly consequential impediments  

to corporate industrial development were arbitrary government decisions in economic matters,  

discrimination of  Jewish entrepreneurs and other ethnic minorities, and unreliable enforcement  

of  even the most basic property rights (Gatrell 1995; Owen 1991a, 2005). These economic  

constraints coupled with ethnic, religious, and regional rivalries among the various merchant-

industrialist factions, which undermined collective action and the emergence of  a collective  

identity as a rising bourgeoisie (Clowes, Kassow, and West 1991; Joffe 1984; Rieber 1982).

The economic activity we examine in this setting is the founding of  large industrial  

corporations by the elite merchantry, and in particular the mobilization of  basic capital it  

entailed. Our focus is on large share partnerships and joint-stock companies because they were  

primarily responsible for Russia's industrialization during the last decades of  the tsarist regime.  

One indicator of  their importance is the percentage of  corporate capital invested in industrial  

and commercial companies, which reached 74% of  the total in 1900 and 86% by 1914. Another  

is the average capital per company, which increased three-fold from 1861 to 1917 (Crisp 1976).

As the imperial Russian government prevented formal associations for advocating the  

interests of  merchant entrepreneurs, the “problem of  mobilizing talent and capital could only be  

solved outside the state through informal means” (Rieber 1982, p.152). We argue that one key  

informal instrument of  capital mobilization was signaling one's entrepreneurial reputation  

through the channels of  business partnership networks. Various defi nitions of  reputation exist in  

the social science literature (Greif  2006; Kollock 1994; Podolny 2005; Raub and Weesie 1990).  

While they otherwise differ considerably, most studies agree upon two aspects of  reputation: fi rst, 

knowing a business partner's past and present behavior mitigates uncertainty about the partner's  
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future performance; second, reputation demonstrates the person's credibility as an honest  

business partner, and thus reduces the uncertainty associated with trusting him.

We advance a similar argument on the basis of  the revealed preferences of  a founder's  

past sponsors. First, we reason that a founder's past success in mobilizing capital for a new  

enterprise contributes to a reputation of  successful entrepreneurship that present investors may  

interpret as an indicator of  the founder's performance potential. Second, founders who are  

repeatedly able to mobilize the support of  investors for their various new enterprises gain a  

reputation of  being trustworthy business partners who do not embezzle funds or deceive their  

investors and founding team partners. Again, cohesive networks support this credibility because  

they facilitate both the enforcement of  collective norms against fraud and the fl ow of  information 

about credible partners among potential promoters. We argue that such a reputation mechanism  

operated as a private-order safeguard against the often widespread embezzlement of  initial share  

capital when reliable public institutions to protect private property rights were lacking.

Supporting evidence for this reputation mechanism comes from our analysis of  the  

founding activities of  some 11,545 elite entrepreneurs connected through the networks of  their  

partnerships in 4,172 chartered firms known to have operated in the 1869-1913 period (Owen  

1992). Three central results emerge from our analysis. First, we document that network  

fragmentation was indeed robust and persisted throughout the entire 1869 to 1913 period. A  

minority of  founders (14.4%) in this corporate elite network was embedded in a well-connected  

core. The vast majority of  founders (85.6%) belonged to the periphery of  the network, scattered  

across hundreds of  small components that rarely included more than fi ve members and were 

isolated from each other with no bridges connecting them. 1 Figure 1 illustrates this structural  

difference between isolated peripheral components on the left and a cohesive core on the right in  

1 Unless noted otherwise, whenever we use the terms "core" and "periphery", we refer to network analytic  
concepts and not to locations in the Russian industrial or political geography (e.g. "the central Moscow core").
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an idealized way, emphasizing their positions along a continuum of  overall network connectivity.  

Homophily, we find, guided partner choice within the small isolated clusters in the periphery so  

that most members within each cluster shared similar ethnic, religious or regional origins. In  

contrast, the network core embedded merchant entrepreneurs who came from more diverse  

ethnic, religious, and regional backgrounds and who invested in diverse industrial sectors.  

Structurally, closure dominates the network's periphery and reach dominates the core.

<Figure 1 about here>

Second, we find that a reputation of  successful entrepreneurship in the past had the  

expected positive effect on the mobilization of  basic capital for new enterprises. However, the  

important finding here is that the reputation mechanism linking past and present ability to attract  

capital was primarily effective locally, within the boundaries of  the small and more homogenous  

components in the periphery. Within the wide-spanning network core with its diverse  

membership, reputation was less salient and brokerage opportunities were more signifi cant for 

capital mobilization. All else equal, entrepreneurs connected within the core also recruited  

significantly more capital than peripheral founders. These observations, we suggest, reveal the  

possibilities and limitations of  private-order arrangements to effectively support economic  

activities within fragmented networks. Consider again figure 1. The small isolated components to  

the left constitute the fragmented periphery. Here, ethnic, religious, and regional homophily  

among its members together with the control benefi ts of  closure sustain a strong local identity  

and enable reputation-based enforcement of  its norms. Yet, few of  these monitoring benefi ts can 

be realized beyond the boundaries of  local networks (Coleman 1990). Again, closure primarily  

facilitates strategies for staying in business. What the periphery is lacking in order to advance  

economic development are the brokers and bridges we fi nd in the core as illustrated to the right 

of  figure 1. Brokers and bridges enable the crosscutting of  diverse social circles and thereby open  
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access to the fresh resources, opportunities, and novel information that are so vital in emergent  

economic settings. The cost for this advantage is that brokers and bridges tend to weaken  

network closure and its local monitoring benefi ts: “differentiation and individualization loosen  

the bond of  the individual with those who are most near in order to weave in its place a new one  

– both real and ideal – with those who are more distant” (Simmel [1908]1971, p.256). Our  

argument, then, is that reputation-based enforcement under conditions of  fragmented networks  

will primarily be locally effective. Within the frail institutional arrangements of  emergent  

economies, the more successful business activities, and hence economic development, will rely  

more upon brokerage and network reach, coupled with minimal reputation-based enforcement.

Third, we find that the observed fragmentation of  corporate elite networks in late  

imperial Russia changed little over time. Here we are less interested in answering where network  

fragmentation comes from. But we do suggest that the robustness and reproduction of  

fragmentation over time may be attributed to the local strategies of  entrepreneurs positioned  

within the periphery. While positions in the network core tend to be more lucrative than those in  

the periphery, high barriers to entry may exist. Examples of  such entry-barriers include ethnic  

resentment among entrepreneurs, or systems of  stratifi cation within some regions that prevented  

the creation of  social relationships across ethnic boundaries (Kappeler 2001; Nathans 2002;  

Weeks 1996). Where access to the core is blocked, reliance on homophily can offer a locally  

rational strategy for peripheral entrepreneurs to cope with the challenges of  network  

fragmentation. Without access to the core's brokerage benefi ts and without reliable laws to 

enforce property rights and contract commitments, forming business relations with trustworthy  

neighbors or co-ethnics is a perfectly reasonable choice. But such ties reinforce local closure and  

certainly do not facilitate bridges between separate groups of  founders. The unintended  
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consequence of  these locally rational strategies is that they facilitate the reproduction of  precisely  

the fragmented social structure that they are designed to cope with in the fi rst place.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

On the eve of  the Great War in 1913, Russia ranked as the fi fth largest industrial power on par 

with Austria-Hungary and following behind the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and  

Germany. During its industrialization period (1885-1913), Russia's average annual growth rate of  

total product (3.25%) was exceeded only by the United States, Canada, Australia (all three  

experiencing significant in-migration in contrast to Russia's out-migration), Japan, and Sweden.  

Where Russia lagged considerably behind its competitors was in its economic performance on a  

per capita basis. At 101.4 rubles per capita, Russia's GNP in 1913 compared unfavorably with  

Germany's 300.4 rubles, the United Kingdom's 460.6 rubles, and the United States' 682.2 rubles.  

One important reason was that output growth combined with exceptionally rapid population  

growth (Gregory 1994). The population within the Russian empire increased by nearly 140%  

from 74.1 million in 1860 to 175.1 million in 1914, the most rapid population growth in Europe.  

The average rate of  urbanization in the provinces of  European Russia increased little from 9.9%  

in 1863 to merely 14.4% in 1914 (Crisp 1976). The share of  agriculture relative to industrial  

production reflects the lasting rural concentration. Russia remained the world's largest grain  

producer in 1861-1913, but a minor producer of  industrial commodities. Although 75% of  its  

labor force was engaged in agriculture the grain output per capita was well below the output of  

France, Germany, and the United States, and roughly equal to Austria-Hungary. Russia's per  

capita output in industrial products was only half  of  Austria-Hungary's in 1913 (Gregory 1994).

Although this is not the place for a comprehensive discussion of  Russia's economic  

development, few historians would deny the central role played by the state. The ability to  
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maintain market-supporting institutions and policies is arguably the main economic reason why  

state governments exist (North 1981). In Russia's case, the historical evidence indicates that, after  

the defeat in the Crimean War (1853-56) and an ensuing economic stagnation, the tsarist regime  

was forced to adopt social reforms and industrial modernization if  it wanted to live up to its  

ambitions of  great power status (Eklof, Bushnell, and Zakharova 1994; Gatrell 1986). Earlier  

work such as Gerschenkron's (1962) characterized the ambitions of  an active Russian state that  

was eager to close the economic gap separating it from competing countries: “Economic  

development in a backward country such as Russia can be viewed as a series of  attempts to fi nd – 

or to create – substitutes for those factors which in more advanced countries had substantially  

facilitated economic development, but which were lacking in conditions of  Russian  

backwardness” (Gerschenkron 1962, p.123). Gerschenkron argued that the tsarist state was  

particularly successful in its interventions in two key areas of  industrialization. One area was the  

attraction of  foreign entrepreneurial expertise and capital, aided by the introduction of  a stable  

gold-backed currency whose absence before 1897 Gerschenkron regarded as one of  the  

important reasons for Russia's belated industrialization. The other area wherein the tsarist state  

was instrumental in spurring economic growth was in its role as a substitute entrepreneur. To  

promote industrialization, so Gerschenkron's argument, the tsarist government erected tariff  

barriers for imported commodities, expanded railroad construction, subsidized private enterprise,  

and reserved contracts for military equipment for domestic fi rms.

More recent explorations in economic history find less empirical support for 

Gerschenkron's positive view of  the tsarist state in Russia's economic development (Gatrell 1986;  

Gregory 1994; Owen 2005). Kahan (1989, p.96) shows that the government spent “only a minute  

part of  its budget expenditures ... for purposes of  developing the industrial sector.” The evidence  

also indicates that tsarist tariff  policies were motivated as much by fi scal needs as by aims to 
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protect domestic industries, as Gerschenkron implied (Kahan 1989). Others have also challenged  

Gerschenkron's positive interpretation of  the state's policy toward foreign investment and the  

promotion of  entrepreneurship. McKay (1970) and Carstensen (1983, 1984) demonstrate that  

expectations of  high returns in an emerging mass market attracted foreign investors more than  

skillful campaigns of  Russian government offi cials. Few would thus question the inflow of  foreign 

investment.2 But, as documented by Owen (1991a, 1995, 2005) and others (Gatrell 1995; Crisp 

1976), industrialists repeatedly complained that the tsarist state failed to reliably guarantee and  

enforce property rights. Instead of  implementing policies that supported entrepreneurship, the  

tsarist administration undermined it through often arbitrary legislation. 3

In a 1899 memorandum, even the Minister of  Finance Sergei Witte lamented how  

bureaucratic idiosyncrasies strangled the activities of  foreign entrepreneurs: “All foreign  

companies are subject to Russian laws and regulations as well as ordinances and rules which may  

be subsequently issued. In permitting the activities of  foreign companies in Russia, the government  

retains the right to revoke at any time that permission and to demand the liquidation of  any company. Obviously, 

every detail of  the influx of  foreign capital into Russia is kept under strictest control by the  

central and local authorities” (quoted in Von Laue 1963, p.181). Such hindrances to basic  

property rights were not limited to foreign investors. An 1899 Ministry of  Finance memorandum  

reveals that preventing “the encroachment of  undesirable elements” was the blatant motivation  

2 McKay (1970, pp. 25-29) reports that foreign ownership of  common stock in industrial corporations  
increased from 17% in 1880 to 47% in 1914, and that foreign investments accounted for 55% of  new  
capital in 1893-1900 and for 50% in 1909-13 (see also Carstensen 1983).
3 For example, foreigners were prohibited from owning shares or holding managerial positions in the trade  
and shipping industry on the Caspian sea (law of  November 1869); Siberian gold mining was restricted to  
ethnic Russians (law of  January 1885); the law of  March 1887 prohibited foreigners and foreign  
companies from owning or leasing rural land in Poland, the eight western Russian provinces, Bessarabia,  
Courland, and Livonia; if  Russian companies held land in these areas, foreigners could not own shares;  
the law of  December 1888 prohibited foreigners and foreign companies from acquiring additional land  
for mining in Poland; corporations in which Jews or foreigners owned stock could not purchase real estate  
in Turkistan (law of  November 1893); the law of  June 1899 closed managerial positions to foreigners in  
the western provinces, Don Military Region, Caucasus, Turkestan, and Amur region (Owen 1991a, ch.5).
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behind increasingly severe measures to limit the rights to property, residence and managerial  

functions of  Jewish entrepreneurs (cited in Owen 1991a, p. 122; see Nathans 2002; Rogger  

1986). As expressed by eminent Moscow merchant F.V. Chizhov, even ethnic Russian  

entrepreneurs deplored the “stupidity, conceit, and ignorance of  the army of  pen-pushers” in the  

imperial bureaucracy and their arbitrary governance (quoted in Rieber 1982, p.176). Just as their  

Jewish business partners elsewhere, leading Muscovite merchants faced persecution simply  

because they did not adhere to the Orthodox Church, but to the sectarian Old Belief. They had 

to confront corrupt and inefficient government officials, disruptive labor policies, and police  

controls. They risked arrest for advocating their radical slavophile politics and their opposition to  

the detested Petersburg bureaucrats (Rieber 1982; West 1984). By 1913, the most basic property  

rights were still not fully enforced against government violations. In a State Duma speech during  

the same year, Aleksandr Konovalov, a leading textile magnate and prominent member of  the  

progressive liberal party, demanded “to replace the 'arbitrariness of  the administrative authorities  

with the creation of  firm norms of  legality [...], equal for all' and to eliminate 'red tape and  

tutelage' from the administration of  corporate enterprise” (quoted in Owen 1991a, p.169).

For a brief  moment in the 1905 revolution, Konovalov and his young group of  Muscovite  

entrepreneurs were able to mobilize the various factions of  merchant industrialists to assume  

political leadership in the name of  a Russian liberal bourgeoisie (Owen 1981; Rieber 1982; West  

1984). In the end, the diversity of  regional, ethnic, and industry-specifi c identities proved to be 

too strong and Konovalov and his group failed to bridge the rivalries (Joffe 1984). This, then, was  

the broader institutional setting and economic climate within which Russian and foreign  

entrepreneurs pursued their enterprises. It combined a merchantry weakened by fragmentation  

into competing interest groups, unreliable political institutions, and economic growth that was  

often hindered by poorly formulated commercial policies of  the imperial administration.
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DATA SOURCES

Supporting evidence for our arguments comes from the RUSCORP database, collected by 

Thomas C. Owen (1992). It contains unusually rich quantitative historical information on the  

nature of  all for-profit corporations founded in the Russian Empire from the time of  Peter the  

Great to the Great War. To examine entrepreneurship in late imperial Russia, we use the  

information on the company profiles of  share partnerships and joint-stock companies recorded in  

their corporate charters. Our empirical focus on large corporations implies that we are primarily  

considering the pursuits of  the business elite. An important reason for this elite focus is that we  

are also interested in the political consequences of  the merchants' economic activities, and the  

extant literature recognizes the members of  the merchant elite as eminent fi gures with some of 

the greatest potential for political weight among economic actors (Rieber 1982; Owen 2005).  

Within this empirical scope, we consider all incorporations from the late 1860s to the eve of  the  

Great War in 1913, a crucial transition period for Russian economic development that witnessed  

both the consequences of  the Great Reforms under Alexander II, implemented to re-order tsarist  

society, and the unprecedented rise of  heavy industry and infl ow of  foreign investment (Eklof, 

Bushnell, and Zakharova 1994; Carstensen 1983, 1984; McKay 1970). Figure 2 illustrates this  

rise in the number of  corporate foundings in the Russian Empire during 1869-1913. 4

<Figure 2 about here>

The founding of  both forms of  larger corporations, the share partnership ( tovarishchestvo na  

paiakh) and the joint-stock company (aktsionernoe obshchestvo ), required the approval of  the central  

4 Ideally, we would start our periodization in 1861, when the tsarist state abolished serfdom. The reason  
for choosing a later starting year is a practical constraint, namely that reliable price indices for defl ating 
basic capital are not available for earlier years. Substantive reasons for choosing our starting year include  
the “famous stock-exchange massacre of  1869”, one of  the most signifi cant early speculation bubbles that 
drained all cash out of  such prominent banks as the Petersburg Mutual Credit Society (Owen 1991a).
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government, which granted charters only to enterprises that it deemed to be of  national  

economic importance. All corporate charters had to be signed by the tsar. Members of  the  

merchant guilds or any free estate could participate, and all members of  a corporation enjoyed  

the privilege of  limited liability (Owen 1991a). 5 The corporate law of  1836 regulated the  

founding process. It introduced the concession system, which required every proposed founding  

charter to be reviewed by the appropriate ministry and state council before being signed by the  

tsar. To attract entrepreneurs and their capital, the ministerial review could also entail the  

granting of  monopoly rights, tax exemptions and other privileges if  the ministers saw great  

significance in the proposed enterprise. Other articles exemplifi ed the regulative nature of  the 

government’s policies: primarily to limit stock-jobbing and speculation, no company could start  

its operations before all shares were sold and payments collected; unnamed shares and futures  

were banned; founders could become members of  the board but could not purchase more than  

one-fifth of  the total share capital; and the annual general assembly of  stockholders held the  

primary authority, including the election of  the board, the general strategy, and the decision to  

dissolve the company. Once confirmed by the tsar’s signature, the rules set forth in the founding  

charter could not be changed without the permission of  the appropriate government authorities.  

With few exceptions, these legal regulations of  the founding process remained in place largely  

unaltered until the end of  the tsarist regime (Owen 1991a).

Russian corporate law clearly distinguished these large corporations from individual  

businesses and the small trading firm (torgovyi dom), following an imperial statute dating back to  

5 The more cosmopolitan entrepreneurs, such as those in Saint-Petersburg favored joint-stock companies.  
Typically, a large number of  shares at small individual values was issued to raise basic capital for large  
projects such as railroads, steamship lines or banks. In contrast, Muscovite merchants often preferred  
share partnerships, which typically entailed more intimate, personal, and often family-business  
relationships and were established to provide limited liability for smaller ventures than the large joint-stock  
enterprises. Partnerships tended to issue only a few shares at much higher values (denominations from  
5,000 to 10,000 rubles per share) compared to joint-stock companies (Crisp 1976; Owen 1991a).
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1807. The RUSCORP data set does not include the various mid-level trading fi rms and small 

family businesses because they did not require an imperial charter. 6 The scope of  our substantive 

inferences (though not our general theoretical argument) thus pertains to the activities of  the  

merchant industrial elite and the corporate partnership networks they formed. In contrast, a ny 

member of  a merchant guild or honorary citi zen could establish an individual business, alone or  

with family members, through registration with the local authorities. Such small family businesses  

assumed unlimited liability of  the owner for any debts incurred. Alternatively, merchant guild  

members could establish two forms of  trading fi rms. In a full partnership (polnoe tovarishchestvo ), all 

partners were members of  the same guild or honorary citizens. A limited or trust partnership  

(tovarishchestvo na vere ) included both guild members or honorary citizens as full partners and  

members of  any free estate as outside investors. Only such outside investors enjoyed limited  

liability whereas full partners in both forms of  trading fi rms were held liable for debts of  the 

firms to the full extent of  their property. The founding of  both partnerships only required a  

contract, signed by all partners and registered with the local municipal clerk (Owen 1991a).

Company  Data

Our main variable of  interest is the amount of  basic capital raised by a company's founders and  

recorded in its corporate charter.  The basic capital recorded in the charter is best interpreted as a  

potential for attracting financial commitments from investors. But the critical point here is that a  

company could not start its operations before all shares were sold and payments collected. As the  

6 However, Owen (1991a, p.11) suggests that "their aggregate economic importance remained minor." He  
notes that despite the large number of  over 9,000 small trading fi rms in 1914, their entire basic capital  
stock of  333.1 million rubles was dwarfed by the stock value of  4.6 billion rubles of  the 2,263 industrial  
corporations in the same year. Further, corporations (joint-stock and share associations) accounted for  
74% (in 1900) and 86% (in 1914) of  the capital invested in industrial and commercial companies (Crisp  
1976, p.113). Likewise, small partnership fi rms in Russia typically existed only for short periods, as any  
change in partners required the dissolution of  the fi rm and a new contract (Owen 1992, p.20).
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kind of  ruble – silver, copper, or paper assignat – used to express the basic capital and the values  

of  shares routinely varied from charter to charter, even within the same year, all capital values are  

normalized according to the standard ruble of  account (Owen 1992). We then defl ated all capital 

values using the standard Saint-Petersburg Institute of  Economic Research retail price index  

(Gregory 1982; Strumilin 1966). All capital values are denoted in thousands of  rubles with 1913  

as the base year. Where basic capital consisted of  both stocks and bonds, the sum of  both  

amounts is used. Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for this and all other company-level  

variables we use in our analysis.

<Table 1 about here>

Founder Data

The advantage of  these data for examining entrepreneurship is that they provide matching  

information on the characteristics of  individual founders (to the extent that they are documented  

in the corporate charters or can be unambiguously established from secondary sources). In table  

2, we compare summary statistics for the amount of  basic capital, ethnic and social status  

background for founders who participated in no more than one corporate founding (n=8,709,  

columns 1-3) and serial entrepreneurs (n=768, columns 4-6) involved in the founding of  several  

enterprises. The panel data yield multiple observations for serial entrepreneurs as they participate  

in successive foundings of  companies over time. The noteworthy difference here is that, on  

average, serial founders were involved in corporate foundings with signifi cantly greater amounts 

of  basic capital than one-time founders, perhaps as an effect of  learning-by-doing (column 7).

Table 2 details the founding activities of  serial entrepreneurs in late imperial Russia. The  

mobilization of  capital was of  course not the only, but certainly one of  the most critical parts of  

their activity (McKay 1970; Guroff  and Carstensen 1983; Owen 2005). On the investor side,  

assessing the prospects of  a new corporation was probably diffuse for potential founding partners  
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and subscribers beyond the information circulating in their local contact networks. Here we  

suggest that the amount capital raised by a founding team for a previous enterprise offered an  

alternative indicator for assessing expected performance, namely the idea that a reputation of  

having successfully recruited capital in the past is likely to yield future success. 7 Put differently, the 

amount of  capital founders mobilized for a new enterprise may also be interpreted as the  

revealed preference of  investors to promote that company. The founding of  the Moscow-

Tashkent Silk Company by such eminent Muscovite merchants as Fedor Chizhov and Timofei  

Morozov illustrates the importance of  reputation, but also how looming business failure could  

undermine it. While faith in past achievements encouraged the founding associates to promote  

this silk cultivation enterprise, the government's insistence on publishing its accounts " aroused the 

investors' fears that the apparent lack of  success in that risky undertaking might damage their 

reputations and weaken public confidence in their other enterprises" (Rieber 1982, p.209).

We consider the reputation effect of  past on future capital mobilization for each partner  

in the founding team.8 In particular, we measure success in a previous founding (t-1) as the  

amount of  capital raised relative to the median amount of  basic capital assembled by other  

founding teams in the same industry, location, and decade. 9 For example, the 4,423,000 rubles 

(1913 ruble value) that one Benedikt Givartovskii and his fourteen partners mobilized in 1875 to  

7 This interpretation presumes that information on mobilized capital was public. Indeed, tsarist corporate  
law required founders “not only to record all stock purchases in a special sealed book ( shnurovaia kniga )… , 
but also to account for the money thus collected in another book and to leave both books open for public  
inspection on the premises of  the local municipal government until the subscription of  shares has been  
completed” (Owen 1991a, p.28). Referring to the case of  Belgian entrepreneurs operating in Russia,  
McKay (1970, pp. 83-85) argues that signals of  success travelled fast in close-knit groups of  investors.
8 Measuring reputation is meaningful only for unique cases that have at least two observations over time.  
We find too many changes in membership composition over time for teams (rather than individual  
founders) to be an appropriate unit of  analysis: only 15.7% of  serial founders continue collaborations with  
previous partners (table 2). Likewise, merely 4.3% of  founding teams reoccur with the same partners.
9 To ensure sufficient observations for a meaningful calculation of  median capital amounts, we combined  
the more fine-grained industry classifications in table 1 into six larger categories: mining (n=234),  
construction (n=74), manufacturing (n=2,318), transportation (n=332), wholesale (n=207), and  
finance(n=350). The only small category remaining is Public Administration (n=6). We excluded the six  
unclassifiable enterprises in table 1.
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establish the First Moscow Streetcar Company exceeded the median basic capital of  other new  

corporations in the transportation sector in the Moscow center region in the 1870s, and is thus  

considered a successful founding. 10 An important concern here is to what extent the potential to  

attract contributions to basic capital may also tell us anything about corporate economic  

performance because basic capital itself  is not a direct measure of  a fi rm's performance. Our 

robustness analysis in the appendix demonstrates that success in the mobilization of  basic capital  

is indeed systematically related to performance: the survival rate for companies we coded as  

successful is significantly greater than the rate for companies that raised less capital (fi gure A.2).

The results in table 2 further show that about 36% of  the 1,832 observed founding  

activities of  all serial entrepreneurs in our sample enjoyed such success in past foundings and in  

20% of  the cases, the founding team included at least one previously successful partner (column  

5). The remaining variables in table 2 take into account the salience of  continued collaborations,  

which may have signaled the benefits of  trust-filled relationships, and the frequency, timing, and  

diversity of  foundings by individual entrepreneurs.

<Table 2 about here>

Network Data

To assess the salience of  variation in network patterns for entrepreneurship, we coded affi liation 

networks of  co-founding ties among individual founders and the companies in whose founding  

10 We code previous success as a binary indicator because we need a cut-off  value to distinguish founders  
with a good reputation from others. Unit changes in a continuous capital variable would not allow us to  
make this distinction. As well, a simple continuous measure of  capital misses the substantial variation in  
the distribution of  basic capital across industries, and within industries over time (unless one specifi es 
rather complex three-way interactions between basic capital, industry and time period). Figure A.1 in the  
appendix illustrates this variation in capital for the transportation industry, which includes such important  
sectors as railways and river shipments. Clearly, the basic capital of  other corporate foundings within the  
same industry and period should be the comparison set for selecting an appropriate cut-off  value. Further,  
a higher cut-off  value than the median capital amount (e.g. the upper 80% or 90% in the distribution) is  
unlikely to change our findings. Our regression results already show that reputation is positively related to  
current capital mobilization if  we use such a relatively low benchmark as the median capital. Hence, our  
findings would be even stronger if  we would select a less conservative cut-off  value than the median.
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teams they participated. For our entire period of  interest (1869-1913), we have cumulative  

network data on the affiliations among 11,545 founders and 4,172 companies. 11 Since we are 

interested in the extent and persistence of  structural cohesion versus fragmentation over time, we  

split these data into period-specifi c networks. Ideally, we will want a choice of  period breaks that  

does not artificially create fragmentation by cutting off  observed ties. We also need a suffi cient 

number of  discrete periods to reveal potential changes in the network patterns. Our solution is a  

periodization based on the observed duration between subsequent foundings (see table 2). On  

average, foundings were about four to five years apart (median = two years; interquartile range =  

five years). We opted for a conservative estimate of  network fragmentation and split the time-axis  

into five eight-year periods, which is about twice the average duration between foundings, and  

thus comfortably includes the majority of  founding sequences of  individual entrepreneurs within  

the boundaries of  each period (the last period, 1909-1913, contains only fi ve years, but this is 

balanced by its much larger number of  founders). Since we do not know when partnership ties  

ended for all corporations in our data, this periodization is likely to be biased towards cohesion  

among founders, and thus yields conservative estimates of  fragmentation. 12

For each period, we first constructed a binary founder-by-company matrix with founders  

arrayed in rows and companies in columns. Each cell reports if  an entrepreneur was a member  

of  the company’s founding team or not. We then transformed the eight matrices into a  

symmetric founder-by-founder matrix and a corresponding symmetric company-by-company  

matrix. Within each founder-by-founder network, pairs of  founders are linked to the extent that  

11 The numbers of  founders and companies reported in tables 1 and 2 are smaller because information is  
missing for some of  the listed variables.
12 These eight-year periods may still prevent an indirect link between two founders A and B through a  
third founder C whenever A and C are partners in one period, and B and C form another partnership in  
a subsequent period. If  both period networks were combined, the triad {ABC} would be connected. To  
address this concern we also consider the most conservative analysis in the next section, assuming that all 
founders and all of  their ties persist throughout the entire 1869-1913 period.
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they were partners in the founding of  the same companies. Entries are equal to 0 absent such co-

founding ties. The corresponding company-by-company networks record the number of  founders  

that each pair of  companies has in common, and thus documents the extent of  interlock between  

founding teams. Again, entries are equal to 0 absent such interlocks.

The graph in figure 3 maps the cumulative founder-by-founder network over the entire  

1869-1913 period. The nodes represent individual entrepreneurs, linked by their joint  

membership in the same founding teams. 13 The network is drawn using a graphing algorithm 

such that the distance between founders is proportional to the shortest path linking them. To  

avoid placing nodes too close to each other, the algorithm minimizes variation in the length of  

lines. Immediately visible is the partition of  the network into a well-connected core (gray and  

black nodes) around a cohesive main component (black nodes only) and a surrounding  

fragmented network periphery (white nodes) consisting of  a multitude of  small components that  

are disconnected from each other. 14 Here we should remind the reader that positions in the core  

and periphery of  the corporate partnership network should not be interpreted as being  

congruent with locations in the economic and political geography of  the Russian empire, such as  

the Muscovite core versus regional peripheries (Rieber 1982). If  we defi ne the geographic core to 

include Moscow and its surrounding provinces, then cross-classifi cation reveals no significant 

overlap and certainly no congruence between geographic location and network position: in our  

panel data, 60.5% of  observations located in the geographic periphery belong to the network  

13 Normalizing tie weights is not an issue in these founder-by-founder networks. First, our interest is  
primarily in the overall shape of  network patterns (closure versus reach and brokerage) and not in the  
strength of  dyadic ties. Second, we observe little variation in dyadic tie-strength: the maximum tie value in  
the network for the entire 1869-1913 period equals 4; and only 178 out of  all 38,456 ties among the  
11,545 founders have a value greater than 1.
14 As the minimum characteristic of  a cohesive network core is its connectivity, that is, a large number of  
members that can reach each other through their network paths (Moody and White 2003), we defi ne the 
core as consisting of  all components that are equal to or larger than the 95 th percentile of  component sizes 
in each period (see table 4). All other components and isolates are considered to belong to the periphery.
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core. Similarly, 57.6% of  observations in the Moscow core occupy positions in the network core.  

Hence, differences between geographic locations are not refl ected in corresponding differences  

between network positions (chi2(1)=1.1377; p=.286).15 The finding does not imply that 

geography and regional identity played no role in the economic relationships we examine here.  

But it suggests that a substantial number of  entrepreneurs did not rely solely on their regional  

attachments when they selected partners for their corporate founding teams.

Likewise, we do not simply confound the periphery with one-off  founders and the core  

with serial entrepreneurs: 31.5% of  the observed founding activities of  one-time founders in our  

sample are embedded in the network core, and 39.6% of  the founding activities of  serial  

entrepreneurs occur in the periphery. Nor are core positions and success in mobilizing capital  

perfectly overlapping: 34.3% of  the founding activities of  founders we classifi ed as not successful 

are embedded in the core, and 34.8% of  those we coded as successful occur in the periphery.

<Figure 3 about here>

DOES REPUTATION MATTER?

In what follows, we first consider to what extent a reputation of  past success contributed to the  

mobilization of  basic capital, a central activity of  merchant entrepreneurs (Guroff  and  

Carstensen 1983; McKay 1970). In particular, we ask: is there evidence that Russian  

15 We report results for the panel of  serial founders included in our regressions (n=1,832). The geographic  
indicator equals 1 if  the respective firm/founding team is located in one of  the following provinces, and  
equals 0 otherwise: Vladimir, Voronezh, Kaluga, Kostroma, Kursk, Moscow, Orel, Penza, Riazan,  
Tambov, Tver, Tula, Iaroslavl. The inference of  no significant overlap is similar if  we include one-time  
founders (chi2(1)=.0030; p=.956 ), or extend the definition of  the geographic core to include Petersburg,  
Odessa and their surrounding provinces (chi2(1)=.3731; p=.541). Consequently, interpretations that seek to  
explain the contrast between the Russian heartland and peripheral regions in terms of  economic and political  
geography are not well suited to also account for the observed split within the corporate partnership network  
into a cohesive core and a fragmented periphery. Examples of  such interpretations include references to  
differential stages of  industrial development between the geographic center and the periphery, comparative  
advantages gained through regional specialization, differences in the stratification of  ethnicities between the  
Russian heartland and the peripheral provinces, and differences in the timing of  geopolitical incorporation of  
peripheral regions into the Russian imperia l polity (Bassin 1999; Brower 2003; Kappeler 2001; Weeks 1996).
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entrepreneurs could rely on a private-order reputation mechanism even though widespread  

network fragmentation undermined its social relational foundation?

As noted earlier, we suggest that founding team partners and investors may interpret a  

founder’s past success in raising capital for his previous enterprises as an indicator of  his  

performance potential. That is, current partners and investors consider the revealed preference  

of  past sponsors as a clue to decide whether they should promote the new enterprise by the same  

founder or not. Reputation in this sense is used to cope with the uncertainty of  future  

performance. Continued success in raising sufficient funds for various enterprises expresses a  

reputation in another sense as well: to the extent that other promoters are repeatedly willing to offer 

their support, they signal that such founders are credible business partners who do not deceive  

their sponsors and partners. Network closure that embeds founders and investors through  

cohesive ties supports this credibility because it facilitates both the enforcement of  collective  

norms against fraud and the flow of  information about credible partners among potential  

promoters. A nice illustration of  such cohesion are the Old Believer merchants who "trusted each  

other ... because a network of  personal relationships ... provided crucial fi nancial and commercial 

support, including interest-free loans, so that ostracism on account of  dishonesty toward a  

coreligionist meant economic ruin" ( Owen, in Guroff  and Carstensen 1983, p.60). Crisp (1976,  

p.114) similarly notes of  the developing credit market that “ on the local but to an overwhelming 

extent also on the regional and national level face to face relations or recommendations of  

persons of  proven probity were the basis of  credit.” Relational cohesion thus increases the costs  

associated with losing one’s reputation (Burt 2005; Coleman 1990; Greif  2006). We argue that  

such a reputation mechanism operated as a private-order safeguard against the often widespread  
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embezzlement of  initial share capital when reliable public institutions to protect stockholders'  

rights were lacking.16

<Table 3 about here>

In table 3, we consider this reputation mechanism. We present least squares estimates of  

the influence of  prior success and repeated partnerships on the mobilization of  basic capital for  

new enterprises founded by serial entrepreneurs. The dependent variable in all specifi cations is 

the variation in logged basic capital, standardized and defl ated to 1913 rubles.17 All regressions 

include fixed-effects for years in which corporations were founded to control for year-specifi c 

impacts on the amount of  capital raised. To account for non-independence among observations  

of  founders who are connected through their co-founding ties we specify Hubert and White  

robust estimators that relax the non-independence assumption for observations within the same  

founding teams (Angrist and Pischke 2009). 18

Recall that we measure success in a previous founding (t-1) as the value of  capital raised  

relative to the median basic capital mobilized by other founding teams in the same industry,  

location, and decade. In columns (1) and (2) in table 3, we find that the reputation effect of  

previous success is indeed far from trivial.  Having one or more successful partners on one’s  

16 “By the 1850s, corporate founders had learned a clever way to benefi t at the expense of  the 
stockholders: to bestow upon themselves, free of  charge, a large portion of  the corporation’s initial stock  
as compensation for their entrepreneurial efforts. Having invested nothing of  their own, they could  
dispose of  the company quickly, taking a profi t on the sale of  their shares to the public” (Owen 1991a,  
p.29). The tsarist government repeatedly sought to reform the corporate law in the 1860s and 1870s, yet  
mostly failed to curb such fraud and embezzlement (Eklof, Bushnell and Zakharova 1994; Owen 1991a).
17 The distribution of  basic capital is highly skewed such that a few enterprises attracted large amounts  
whereas the majority of  companies were left with signifi cantly smaller funds. Since we seek to account for  
the impact of  reputation on mobilizing capital at large, and not just for the higher echelons of  
organizational founding, we estimate capital on a logarithmic scale.
18 As a further robustness check to account for the interdependence of  founder observations, we fi t period-
specific linear network autocorrelation models (Butts 2009). Network autocorrelation models directly  
consider network dependencies among observations by including parameter estimates for adjacency  
matrices that represent the network pattern among observations. In our case, joint membership in  
founding teams defines entries in the matrix. Controlling for network dependencies in this way supports  
the least square results for our reputation estimates.
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founding team significantly19 increased the value of  basic capital between 14% and 17% as  

compared to founding teams that lacked partners with a history of  success (we address the  

potential endogeneity in the relationship between capital mobilization and partner choice in the  

appendix. Our robustness checks demonstrate that the choice of  founding partners was not  

primarily dictated by requirements to raise suffi cient funds for an enterprise).

The result lends systematic support to our reputation argument. Still, much of  the  

variation in mobilizing capital may have been a result of  unobserved individual heterogeneity  

across founders. Some may have been particularly skillful in promoting their enterprises  

compared to others who lacked such qualities. One way to control for individual-level skill  

differences is to exploit the panel nature of  our data by using fi xed effects estimates.20 However, 

skill and related sources of  heterogeneity across individual founders may vary over time. We  

therefore use the number of  previous foundings that an entrepreneur was involved in as an  

additional time-varying indicator of  his or her founding experience beyond the time-invariant  

qualities captured by our fixed-effects estimates. The underlying assumption is that the number  

19 Strictly speaking, our regression estimates of  founder behavior are based on the population of  serial  
entrepreneurs who were involved in the founding of  corporations in the Russian Empire, and not on a  
random sample of  that population. Whenever we refer to the statistical signifi cance of  estimated 
coefficients, we have in mind a general statistical model where, say, the reputation of  founders predicts  
their potential to mobilize capital. What we observe in the Russian historical context is one realization of  
the underlying stochastic process that relates reputation and capital mobilization. The null-hypothesis is  
that the reputation of  founders is unrelated to capital mobilization. What makes this interpretation  
probabilistic is thus not that our inferences are based on a random sample from a population, but that  
some random component (i.e. "chance") may reveal that differences in reputation are unrelated to the  
amount of  capital mobilized.
20 Robustness checks show that intra-founder variation is suffi cient to employ fixed-effects specifications. 
First, we include only serial founders in these regressions because measuring reputation requires at least  
two observations per founder�past behavior cannot signal current behavior if  there is just a single  
observation. Second, in model (3) in table 3, 99% of  all observations represent at least two events per  
founder. Merely ten out of  all 1,832 observations represent singular occurrences. We observe these ten  
serial founders only once because their other founding events occur before 1869 and are left-censored.  
Third, model (4) adds continued partnerships as a covariate, which excludes each individual's very fi rst 
founding because it cannot possibly continue any previous partnership. Consequently, 588 out of  the  
1,077 observations in model (4) represent singular occurrences. But even this constraint still leaves us with  
intra-founder variation for about half  of  the 1,077 observations included in the regression.
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of  foundings reflect an entrepreneur's learning-by-doing experience. 21 The results in columns (3) 

and (4) in table 3 demonstrate that the positive influence of  a partner's reputation on a company's  

capitalization holds even if  we take such individual-level heterogeneity into account: joining with  

previously successful partners still increases the value of  basic capital signifi cantly by at least 16%.

An additional strategy for merchant entrepreneurs to pursue beyond the reliance on  

successful founding careers is to continue a past partnership, possibly because it proved to be an  

exceptionally productive one. Especially in settings where public institutions and the enforcement  

of  property rights are weak, continued partnerships provide opportunities for forging trust-fi lled 

relationships as substitutes for legal safeguards (Greif  2006; Kollock 1994). To compare the role  

of  reputation with the potential advantages of  continued partnerships we use a binary measure:  

it equals 1 if  a founder keeps collaborating with partners from previous enterprises, and equals 0  

otherwise. The results in table 3 reveal a positive infl uence of  such repeated partnerships, which  

is roughly similar in magnitude to the effect of  a positive reputation, excepting the fi xed-effects 

estimates. Still, the estimates for our main variable of  interest, a reputation of  past success,  

remains robust. In sum, reputation, understood as a signal of  a successful entrepreneurial career  

of  a credible founder, indeed had a significant positive influence on the mobilization of  basic 

capital across varying specifications.

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF CORPORATE FOUNDING

Network Fragmentation

The starting point for our argument was the observation that emergent societies are typically  

characterized by fragmented social structures. They therefore often lack the kind of  globally  

21 As an alternative to the number of  previous foundings, we estimated linear and quadratic trends for the  
number of  years since the first founding as controls for individual-level heterogeneity. Using these  
alternative indicators of  time-varying skills confirms the direction, magnitude and significance of  a 
founding partner's reputation, our main variable of  interest.
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cohesive networks necessary for effective enforcement through reputation-based private-order  

institutions. Our next task, then, is to document the extent of  fragmentation within the co-

founding networks among Russian entrepreneurs. The graph in fi gure 3 obtains its structure 

primarily from the absence of  relationships between components. This pattern reveals that  

fragmentation existed, particularly among founders located in the network periphery. The results  

in table 4 support this visual observation with systematic quantitative evidence for the persistence  

of  structural fragmentation in each period. 22 Column 1 in table 4 reports the number of  founders  

in each period-specific co-founding network. Not all firms in our sample were large joint-stocks,  

and it was possible for a single entrepreneur to initiate a founding. Yet, the low counts of  isolated  

founders in column 2 indicate that it was uncommon to single-handedly establish companies  

instead of  forming partnerships. This finding also demonstrates that any observed lack of  overall  

cohesion does not stem simply from the presence of  a large proportion of  isolated founders. 23

<Table 4 about here>

An intuitive measure of  fragmentation is the proportion of  founder pairs that are unable  

to reach each other through their network ties, either directly or through third parties. Networks  

become more fragmented as the proportion of  mutually unreachable dyads reaches a value of  1.  

Column 3 documents that fragmentation was indeed pervasive across all periods because few  

entrepreneurs were linked through their co-founding ties. The measure offers preliminary  

evidence but less detail about the underlying pattern of  ties. Affi liation networks such as ours 

invariably generate a pattern of  local clustering that refl ects prior group membership because  

22 As with all two-mode or affiliation data, our founder-by-founder networks have their corresponding  
company-by-company networks. Table A.1 in the appendix is the company-level equivalent of  table 4 and  
reveals the same extent of  fragmentation as the founder-level networks.
23 The share of  isolates among founders increases over time, from 1% to 15%. But column 3 in table 4  
shows that this increase has little impact on the proportion of  mutually unreachable pairs. To be sure, the  
increasing number of  isolates did not help to overcome fragmentation, but there is little evidence that they  
were primarily responsible for the lack of  cohesion in the fi rst place.
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any two members of  the same group will be linked through a network tie. Still, we may ask, for  

example, if  bridges and brokers help to cluster the linked founders into a few large groups, or if  

founders evenly distribute themselves across a large number of  small groups.

A convenient alternative measure of  fragmentation that takes the topology of  networks  

into account is the number and size of  components. Substantively, components identify  

subgroups in a network such that each member of  a component can reach every other member  

by at least one pathway, using one’s direct contacts and their subsequent contacts (Moody and  

White 2003). The important point for our purpose is that components are mutually exclusive  

subgroups with no bridges between them. Consequently, a network that consists of  a large  

number of  distinct components exhibits structural fragmentation. Columns 4 through 10 in table  

4 report the number and membership sizes of  components in each period-specifi c network.

Three central findings emerge. First, all co-founding networks break into a large number  

of  small components relative to the total number of  founders, clearly indicating a lack of  overall  

cohesion. Many entrepreneurs in late imperial Russia thus found themselves embedded in co-

founding groups that rarely included more than three members and that hardly ever interlocked  

(columns 8 and 9).24

Second, in each period, we find that the size of  the largest (main) component, and hence  

the proportion of  founders embedded within it, is small relative to the overall network size  

(column 5 in table 4). By definition, a large proportion of  nodes in the main component of  a  

network implies that the majority of  founders is connected. Consequently, our result is yet  

another indicator of  fragmentation as the larger proportion of  founders is instead located in the  

24 As there are also hundreds of  companies in each period network, such splintering may not come as a  
surprise (see table A.1 in the appendix); but it takes only a few founders involved in more than one  
company to fill positions as cutpoints that connect such separate components.
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hundreds of  scattered smaller components shown in fi gure 3.25 This picture also contrasts with 

other recent studies of  similar collaboration networks such as co-authorship networks, the  

production of  Broadway musicals, or biotechnology organizations that fi nd up to 53% (Moody 

2004), 94% (Uzzi and Spiro 2005), and even 98.6% (Powell et al. 2005) of  nodes connected  

within the main component of  the respective network. For comparison, even in the most cohesive  

network we observe (in the first period, 1869-1876), only 33% of  all founders are contained  

within the main component. The contrast and significance of  fragmentation is even more 

pronounced once we consider the mere 2.2% to 6.6% of  founders who are located in the main  

component in the other periods. 26

Third, we find that overall integration between separated components did not increase,  

and consequently that fragmentation persisted over time. Exempting the more cohesive fi rst 

period (1869-1876), the percent of  mutually unreachable founders remains consistently at 99%.  

The percent of  founders in the main component similarly stays at the same low end between  

2.2% and 6.6%. Likewise, the variation in the descriptive statistics for component sizes across  

periods is small. If  anything, then, fragmentation increased over time, considering the noteworthy  

change following the first period.

25 In the appendix, we use network simulations to assess the signifi cance of  the low proportions of 
founders in the main component. Figure A.3 documents that our observed proportions are substantially  
lower than those expected by chance in affi liation networks.
26 One reviewer wondered to what extent the comparatively large main component in the fi rst period 
(1869-1876) may shape our subsequent fi ndings. In all our regressions, we include dummy indicators for  
each year to control for potential period effects. Across all our OLS specifi cations, only the year 1870 is 
significantly related to capital mobilization (coefficient = .646; robust standard error = .301; the  
comparison year is 1891). We also re-estimated all our regressions without members of  the fi rst period 
network to assess potential cohort effects. We excluded founders who began their careers before 1869, but  
were still active in 1869-1876, and all founders who began their founding activity in 1869-1876. We report  
the results in table A.2 in the appendix. The results demonstrate that our inferences are not merely an  
outcome of  selection on members of  the first period cohort: the estimates for our main variables of  
interest (reputation and network position) remain consistent in their direction and signifi cance with the 
results obtained from our full sample (tables 3 and 5), and shift only marginally in their magnitude (the  
only exception is the loss in statistical significance of  the network core coefficients). To the best of  our 
knowledge, no particular historical circumstances existed during the fi rst period that may account for the  
initial size of  the main component in the first period and its decline in later periods.
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The last row in table 4 documents that these results are not mere artifacts of  our chosen  

periodization, which may have arbitrarily cut off  collaborative ties and induced fragmentation.  

The most conservative approach to address this concern is to to neglect the decay of  ties and  

founders altogether: the statistics for the entire 1869-1913 period network clearly show that 98%  

of  all founders still cannot reach each other. Likewise, merely 14.4% of  founders in the main  

component is still a substantially lower percentage compared to the 53% to 98.6% found in  

previous studies of  affiliation networks (Moody 2004; Powell et al. 2005; Uzzi and Spiro 2005).

In sum, the pattern we observe in these collaboration networks among entrepreneurs at  

first seems to resemble the clustering into numerous small components found in various small  

world topologies (Kogut and Walker 2001; Uzzi and Spiro 2005). As we mentioned earlier, some  

amount of  local clustering is expected in affiliation networks. What defines the network in our 

case, and contrasts it with small world patterns, is the absence of  bridging ties that are necessary  

for maintaining overall connectivity between such separate components. The result are pockets  

of  strong local clustering, but also a lack of  global cohesion at the level of  the entire network.

Reputation And Reach In Core And Periphery

Thus far, we have documented that the reputation of  team partners did indeed matter for  

corporate foundings, and that a split between a cohesive core and a fragmented periphery  

characterized the co-founding network in which these entrepreneurs were embedded. Further,  

the split between network core and periphery was stable over time. T he next intuitive question to 

ask is whether reputation was equally salient for mobilizing capital in the core and periphery of  

the Russian partnership network. The important point here is that reputation requires a  

particular organizational foundation – namely network closure – to work as a credible  

enforcement mechanism beyond just local settings (Coleman 1990). The greater diversity and  
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connectivity through bridges and brokers in the core suggests that core positions also offered  

greater benefits than positions in the periphery. Our second task in this section, then, is to provide  

direct evidence that capital mobilization varied systematically with the pattern of  social  

relationships in which founders were embedded. Ultimately, we seek to answer the question what  

social organizational foundations are better suited to support economic activity under conditions  

of  social fragmentation, especially when state governments may constrain the choice of  

partnerships in fundamental ways as discussed previously.

<Table 5 about here>

The results in column (1) in table 5 address the first question as to whether reputation was 

equally salient for founders positioned in core and periphery. We use the same OLS set-up as in  

table 3, this time adding the effect of  membership in the network core and its interaction with a  

founding partner's reputation of  success. Compared to peripheral locations, core positions did  

indeed enjoy more basic capital as expected. More important, the evidence suggests that founders  

embedded in the core gained comparatively little from also having partners with a good  

reputation on their founding teams: for them, successful entrepreneurship in the past increased  

the expected basic capital by 19%. In the periphery, the effect of  reputation was twice as large:  

having a partner who was known as a successful founder raised the basic capital by about 40%.  

Put differently, reputation and core membership did not constitute additive benefi ts. They were 

substitutes for each other. The results indicate that, all else equal, core positions should be more  

desirable than peripheral ones because they offer greater benefi ts in terms of  basic capital raised. 

But if  access to the more lucrative positions in the core is blocked, local closure in the periphery,  

based on homophily in partner choice or other grounds, may become a virtue. 27 Locally at least, 

27 One indication of  such entry-barriers to the network core are low mobility rates from the periphery to  
the core. Over all periods, we find considerable movement from the network core to the periphery, but on  
average only 25% of  all founders located in the network periphery moved into the network core in a  
subsequent period.
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reputation costs are much more pertinent within the small yet tightly knit networks we fi nd in the 

periphery. There, news about fraudulent behavior travels instantaneously and the capacity for  

sanctioning is much greater than in the wide-reaching core component (Coleman 1990). 

Considering our question about the social organizational basis of  entrepreneurship, a  

simple indicator that distinguishes occupants of  core and peripheral positions is arguably not the  

most fine-grained representation of  their underlying social relational differences. To get at more 

nuanced micro-level network correlates of  capital mobilization we measure local network 

constraint (Burt 1992, pp. 51-55). 28 In our case, founders are constrained to the extent that their  

partners are also partnering with each other – if  all of  one's partner do so, local closure results  

and channels for reaching information and resources become redundant, yet enforcement is  

eased. This scenario reflects the social structure among entrepreneurs in the periphery. In  

contrast, founders are less constrained when they join with partners who are otherwise not  

connected with each other. This condition describes the potential for network reach through  

bridging across diverse groups in the core. The measure thus has the advantage of  capturing  

both local cohesion and opportunities for reach through brokerage in a single statistic.

<Table 6 about here>

Table 6 presents means comparisons for founders' constraints in core and periphery for  

each period network (columns 3-5). 29 In all periods, the extent of  network reach and brokerage  

28 The first component of  the constraint measure captures the proportion of  founder i's total effort put 
into his partnership with founder j, pij = (zij + zji)/[∑k (zik + zki)], where i ≠ k, and zij denotes the strength of 
the tie between i and j. The second part defines the constraint on founder i imposed by his partner j to the 
extent that j is also strongly related to i's other partner k, cij = ( pij + ∑k pik pkj)2, k ≠ i, j. Summing over all 
partners j, yields the aggregate constraint C i = ∑j cij , indicating the lack of  brokerage opportunities in i's 
network. The measure implies that a founder's constraint necessarily decreases as his personal network  
size increases. The implication is meaningful as more expansive networks typically yield a greater diversity  
of  resources than smaller ones.
29 We also considered (1) brokerage across ethnic groups, using Gould and Fernandez' (1989) weighted  
triadic measure, (2) the number of  cutpoints per component, and (3) the reach of  geodesics (length of  
shortest paths). All alternative measures confirm the constraint results in table 6. We therefore report only  
results for the most conservative 1869-1913 network: (1) mean brokerage scores equal 9.171 (sd=2.110) in  
the core and .106 (sd=.013) in the periphery (t=-6.231); (2) the average number of  cutpoints per  
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opportunities was consistently greater in the core than in the periphery (recall that greater  

constraint indicates closure and less reach and brokerage). 30 Columns (6)-(8) in table 6 indicate 

that founders in the core were able to translate these social-relational opportunities into economic  

advantages. During most years, core entrepreneurs raised signifi cantly greater amounts of  basic 

capital than their peers in the periphery (using our reputation variable instead of  mean capital  

raised likewise shows a significantly higher proportion of  successful founders in the core than in  

the periphery). To illustrate such bridging activities and their contribution to the pattern observed  

in the core, figure 4 shows the personal networks of  two exemplary entrepreneurs who held  

central mediating positions.

<Figure 4 about here>

Timofei Savvich Morozov belonged to the leading industrialists of  the fi rst generation of 

Moscow's entrepreneurial group from the 1860s through the 1880s. In politics, Morozov and his  

peers were ardent defendants of  a romanticized pan-Slavic nationalism against the perceived  

threat of  foreign competition and influence. Morozov was also closely tied to other prominent  

Muscovite merchant families through shared religious adherence to the Old Belief and several 

marriages of  his large family (Rieber 1982). His diverse entrepreneurial activities in fi ve different 

industries and four different provinces refl ected his central mediating position in the co-founding  

component equals 57.981 (sd=63.129) in the core and .064 (sd=.255) in the periphery (t=-81.164); (3) the  
average length of  the geodesic equals 9.589 (sd=5.590) in the core and 1.090 (sd=.303) in the periphery  
(t=230.041).
30 Greater reach and connectivity in the core may simply be a function of  size differences. By chance  
alone, bridging ties are more likely to emerge between large founding teams than between small teams.  
We do observe that, on average, founders in the core have more founding partners than their competitors  
in the periphery (13 vs. 3 partners when we consider the entire 1869-1913 period). However, we estimate  
network effects at the individual level, and it does not necessarily follow that a founder will initiate more  
ties to outsiders just because he is a member of  a large founding team (although there is a greater  
likelihood of  indirect ties through his partners). Likewise, normalizing tie strength by team size requires  
some arbitrary cut-off  value for the existence of  ties. Instead, we opt for a non-parametric solution and  
control for founders' number of  partners in our regressions. We also control for industry differences, in  
particular foundings in the finance sector, which tended to mobilize more capital than other sectors and to  
attract more founders, especially in the network core. Our regression results show that the main reputation  
and network effects hold beyond size and industry differences.
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network: the scores for both his constraint (.071) and his broker role between ethnic groups  

(298.350) place him in the top 5 th percentile of  network mediators in the core. 31 He made good 

use of  this social capital as he served as the president of  the Moscow Exchange Society in 1870-

76. The Exchange Society served as a political organization to unify the Moscow entrepreneurial  

elite and advocate their commercial interests, and thus required considerable brokerage skills to  

bridge its diverse factions. Under Morozov's leadership, membership in the Exchange Society  

swelled to 1,500, indicating that it was capable to successfully represent diverse interest groups  

(Owen 1981; Rieber 1982).

Aleksandr Ivanovich Konovalov, belonged to the second generation of  Moscow's  

entrepreneurial interest group whose members rose to prominence in the 1880s-1890s (West 

1984; Rieber 1982). Konovalov and his peers were steeped in the same traditions of  Old Belief 

religion, economic nationalism, and pan-Slavic patriotism as Morozov's fi rst generation. In 

politics, they sought to establish a new liberal political movement, prepared to claim leadership as  

the first genuine Russian bourgeoisie. Konovalov also continued his lineage of  successful  

entrepreneurship, including the founding of  the fi rst industrial investment bank in Moscow.  

During his deputy-presidency of  the Moscow Exchange Committee, Konovalov developed the  

empire-wide system of  Commercial-Industrial Chambers, and helped to devise the July Bureau.  

Both business associations were intended to unify all leading industrialists into a liberal  

bourgeoisie, irrespective of  their differences in social rank and regional background. These  

activities indicate Konovalov's critical role as a mediator between diverse commercial and  

political interest groups, especially in the years between the 1905 and 1917 revolutions (West  

31 For comparison, the mean constraint is .760 (sd = .242; median = .889), and, among all brokers, the  
mean number of  weighted brokerage opportunities across ethnic divisions is  72.344 (sd =  350.983;  
median = 12.5).
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1984; Rieber 1982). Again, the ability to strategically seize broker opportunities is refl ected in his 

rank among the top 10% of  brokers in the corporate network (weighted score = 101).

Returning to table 5, the regressions in columns (2) and (3) provide further systematic  

evidence for the benefits of  network reach in a multivariate specification. Column (2) adds 

founder's constraint to the interaction of  reputation and core membership. Increasing constraint  

in one's partnership network shows the expected negative effect on basic capital. Column (3) sets  

the differential influence of  reputation in core and periphery aside and focuses on the main  

effects of  constraint and reputation. Again, both a reputation of  previous success and lacking  

network reach as measured by constraint have the expected effects on capital mobilization:  

having successful partners increases capital by about 15% while constraint reduces it by 23%,  

which implies that a lack of  network reach and brokerage negates the advantages founders may  

receive from choosing a partner with a good reputation. In sum, these results delineate the social  

organizational foundations of  entrepreneurship when the surrounding networks are fragmented.  

On a global scale, network reach across diverse groups in the core offers a clear advantage over  

the closed and isolated clusters of  founders in the periphery. But as noted above, where barriers  

to enter partnerships in the core are too high, it may become a locally rational strategy for 

peripheral founders to rely on closure and reputation for the mobilization of  capital. 32

32 Again, candidates for explaining entry-barriers to core network positions may have included anti-semitic  
policies sought by slavophile industrialists, or hinderances to mobility across ethnic boundaries that were built  
into rigid systems of  ethnic stratification in some provinces (Kappeler 2001; Weeks 1996). However,  
anecdotal historical evidence shows that the Moscow merchants' attitude toward Jewish entrepreneurs was  
ambivalent: they urged the police to protect Jewish merchants and their property from anti-semitic rioters  
whenever the losses affected their own business; but once Jews were perceived as competitors, the same  
commercial leaders petitioned the government to expel them from Moscow (Owen 1981, p.103). Our  
quantitative evidence suggests that whatever anti-semitic sentiments the slavophile industrialists may have  
harbored, they apparently did not combine into a collective effort that successfully excluded Jews from core  
positions in the corporate network: in our panel data on serial founders, 68% of  the Jewish entrepreneurs still  
belonged to the network core, whereas only 59% among non-Jewish (mostly ethnic Russian) founders held  
positions in the core (chi2(1)=7.6606; p=.006).
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DATA LIMITATIONS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Foreign Founders

One may wonder to what extent the presence or absence of  foreign founders in our dataset  

influences our findings. The role of  foreign entrepreneurship within late tsarist Russia has long  

been recognized in the literature (Carstensen 1983, 1984; McKay 1970; Rieber 1982). But as we  

emphasize in these pages, arbitrary decisions by the tsarist administration often hindered the  

entrepreneurial activities of  foreigners. Still, within the limits prescribed by these restricting  

policies, foreigners could and did become partners on corporate founding teams (Owen 1991a,  

1992). Within the sample of  1,077 serial entrepreneurs that enter our regressions in  tables 3 and 

5, we were able to identify 58 of  these observations as foreign founders, using the information on  

citizenship in the RUSCORP database. Because we have so few non-Russian citizens, we briefl y 

summarize the robustness checks we undertook. Overall, foreign founders in our sample do not  

occupy significantly different positions in the corporate network than their Russian peers. Sixty  

percent among foreign founders belong to the network core, which contrasts very little with the  

63% core members among Russian entrepreneurs (chi-2=.1788, p=.672). There is virtually no  

difference in the average network constraint between foreigners (constraint=.6766) and Russians  

(constraint=.6765; t-value=-.0014). Foreign founders are engaged in more brokerage  

opportunities between different ethnic groups (mean brokerage score=244.3) than their Russian  

counterparts (mean brokerage score=126.3), but not signifi cantly so (t-value=-1.2809). Likewise,  

controlling for foreigners has little impact on our multivariate results. We replicated all capital  

regressions with an added covariate for foreign citizenship (the number of  observations is too  

small to distinguish between nationalities). As suggested in the literature, foreign entrepreneurs  

display a significant positive effect on capital mobilization when they are added to the  

specifications in columns (1) and (2) in table 3 (the coefficients equal .246 (se=.102) and .264 
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(se=.121), respectively). Controlling for foreign citizenship of  founders in table 5 also yields  

significant and positive impacts on capital (the coefficients are .256 (se=.120) in column (1), .242  

(se=.120) in column (2), and .242 (se=.120) in column (3)). But the important point here is rather  

that all of  our main effects�reputation and network position�on capital mobilization remain 

virtually unchanged in direction, magnitude, and signifi cance.

Founders And Investors

The RUSCORP database includes all individuals who are named as founders in the company  

charters. As mentioned earlier, tsarist corporate law since 1836 prescribed that founders could  

not hold more than one-fifth of  a company's initial share capital. 33 Founders had to rely on 

outside investors for the remaining proportion of  basic share capital. Share partnerships (about  

35% of  firms in our data) may have been an exception because they issued few and expensive  

shares so that their main founders also served as investors. All our estimations include controls for  

variation in organizational form. We also have data on the number and ruble value of  shares that  

each corporation issued, and we include this information as control variables in our analysis. The  

overall size of  the contribution that founders seek from outside investors will also depend on the  

type of  business and the industry sector it operates in. We also control for these two variables in  

all our estimates of  reputation and network position. The one information we do not have are  

microdata on investor behavior. Hence, we cannot identify individual investors and how they  

concentrated or spread their contributions across different enterprises, unless they also appear as  

founders of  other companies in the database.

33 In 1874, a reform bill drafted by an expert commission of  the Ministry of  Finance further suggested to  
limit the number of  shares owned by founders to 50%. Like so many earlier and later attempts to reform  
Russia's corporate law the bill was eventually abandoned (Owen 1991a).
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To what extent may this data limitation affect our fi ndings? Investors may weave an 

alternative network through their joint sponsoring of  multiple fi rms. Such joint investment ties  

would offer new opportunities for contact and thereby help to overcome the fragmentation we  

observe in the corporate co-founding network. The reasoning here is that we may fail to  

recognize the true extent of  cohesion rather than�  fragmentation�in the corporate network 

because we are missing adequate information on the networking activities of  investors. However,  

the more investors commit themselves (and their capital) to an enterprise, the more we would  

expect them to seek a central position within that enterprise that permits them to infl uence its 

strategy. If  investment ties are indeed so salient for corporate activities that they channel the  

formation of  corporate networks, then the patterns of  co-founding ties we observe in our data  

should reflect precisely the patterns of  these investment relations. Direct historical evidence for  

our interpretation comes from contemporary Petersburg businessmen who stated that "in our  

country very often one and the same capitalist invests large amounts in several joint-stock  

enterprises on the condition, which is completely understandable, that he participate in the  

management of  these enterprises" (quoted in Owen 1991a, p.167).

Alternative Sources Of  Affiliation

Until now, our focus on co-founding ties has also excluded other alternative networks besides  

investor relations that merchant entrepreneurs in Russia may have relied on to bridge the  

structural holes that separated them within their business partnership networks. 34

34 Readers of  previous drafts suggested that, similar to missing ties from outside investors, antecedent  
collaboration in small local businesses may have given rise to the founding partnerships in larger  
corporations that we observe as well as to unobserved cohesion. Unfortunately, we lack the necessary data  
on small trading partnerships because they did not require imperial chartering (see our data section).  
However, if  the suggested continuation of  small-scale business partnerships within larger corporations did  
indeed happen, then any extent of  cohesion created by such prior partnerships should be expressed by our  
observed corporate partnership networks.
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One interpretation considers that prior or concurrent ties established through kinship,  

neighborhood, or previous collaborations in the same industrial sector, among others, constrain  

or create opportunities for assembling founding team partnerships (Ruef, Aldrich and Nancy  

2003). If, for example, Russian entrepreneurs subscribed to taste-based discrimination against  

other ethnicities and preferred fellow Russians as partners instead, their co-founding networks  

should have become increasingly patterned along ethnic boundaries. In this scenario,  

relationships based on shared ethnicity or kinship would have bridged structural holes in co-

founding networks (but may have given rise to ethnically homogenous clusters in the extreme).

Another interpretation emphasizes not the congruence of  categorical affiliations and 

networks, but cohesion through multiple crosscutting ties. Here, founders who are disconnected in  

one network setting may still be linked through alternative ties elsewhere (Gould 1995). For  

instance, the formation of  some business partnerships may have cut across, and thereby helped to  

overcome the diverse regional, ethnic, and religious rivalries that otherwise pitted entrepreneurial  

groups in tsarist Russia against each other (Joffe 1984; Owen 1991b; Rieber 1982). Whereas the  

first interpretation identifies categorical homogeneity in separated local network clusters, the second  

interpretation emphasizes global cohesion based on diversity in categories and networks.

<Figure 5 about here>

Figure 5 displays the extent of  such overlap between co-founding networks and salient  

categorical affiliations within the network core and periphery over the entire 1869-1913 period. 35 

Recall that we define the network core as consisting of  all partnership components that are equal  

35 We have also calculated the proportions of  within-category partnership ties separately for each of  the  
six periods listed in table 4. The period-specific results largely confirm the pattern shown in figure 5. We 
thus opt for the more parsimonious presentation. Another reason for focusing on a single cross-section is  
that it is conservative and biased against tie decay, and thus does not cut off  opportunities for bridges  
across categories.
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to or larger than the 95 th percentile of  component sizes, and consider all other components and  

isolates as belonging to the periphery. 36

Economic historians of  late tsarist Russia have long noted that rivalries between industrial  

regions helped to prevent the emergence of  a cohesive class identity among merchant  

entrepreneurs. Because the Russian Empire was so expansive, geographical distance may have  

hindered collaboration across locales and amplifi ed regional fragmentation (Joffe 1984; Owen  

1991b; Rieber 1982). We have information on industrial sectors and the location of  corporate  

headquarters for 4,172 companies active in 1869-1913. The fi rst two comparisons to the left in 

figure 5 focus on inter-organizational networks and consider to what extent the 1,694 interlocks  

among founding teams were distributed across or concentrated within industries and regions. For  

example, a link between a Saint Petersburg bank and a Moscow Railroad company implies that  

their founders established businesses in at least two different regions and industries.

Overall, 66% (=1,114 ties) of  the founding team interlocks reached across separate  

industrial sectors.37 Earlier, in the data section, we have already documented that the network  

positions of  individual founders do not map directly onto geographic locations. Here, we likewise  

find that about 50% (=840 ties) of  all corporate interlocks link teams across regional boundaries. 

The main result, then, is that neither geographic distance and regional rivalry nor industry sector  

boundaries prevented a considerable number of  founding collaborations across these divisions.  

Consequently, neither was primarily responsible for the observed fragmentation.

36 To some extent, core membership is thus a function of  founding team size. But patterns of  group  
formation matter just as much as group size: two bridging ties, for instance, are suffi cient to connect three 
small teams into forming one larger component.
37 We may observe fragmentation and a small proportion of  founders in the main component because we  
examine various industries at once, and not a single organizational fi eld as in other studies (Powell et al.  
2005). Consequently, we should expect fragmentation because companies operating in similar industries  
typically cluster together with few bridges across clusters. The large proportion of  co-founding ties across  
industrial sectors in figure 5 suggests that there is little evidence for this concern.
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Figure 5 further reveals that industrial and regional diversity was more common in the  

network core than in the periphery. Whereas 43% of  all 484 co-founding ties within the  

periphery connected companies operating in the same industries, 69% of  all 1,210 co-founding 

ties in the core linked companies in different industries.38 Similarly, regional segregation was  

significantly more pronounced in the periphery, where 62% of  co-founding ties remained within  

the same location. In contrast, 54% of  corporate interlocks within the core bridged across different 

regions. All differences in proportions are signifi cant (p < .010).

Our findings look similar for co-founding ties across kinship and ethnicity among  

individual entrepreneurs to the right in fi gure 5. As in other historical contexts (Adams 2005;  

Padgett and McLean 2006) family-owned firms and merchant dynasties played an important role  

in the Russian business world (Owen 1981; Rieber 1982). 39 In Moscow and elsewhere, “leading 

business families were relatively old families, with a strong sense of  continuity and personal pride  

in family achievements” (Ruckman 1984, p.6). The fi rst noteworthy founder-level result in fi gure 

5 indicates, however, that kinship is the least salient category for creating business partnerships. In  

the periphery, only 35% of  co-founding ties connect founders who share the same last name. 40 

38 Industry concentration seems unlikely to have generated the differences in connectivity between  
network core and periphery. We do find a significantly (z = -28.707; p < .000) greater concentration in the 
finance sector among core founders (32% of  foundings) than in the periphery (11%), and our regression  
estimates reveal that foundings in the finance sector mobilized about 20% more capital than foundings in  
manufacturing (the comparison category). Banks certainly played a leading role in Russia's economic  
development (Crisp 1976; Owen 1991a). However, our endogeneity checks in the appendix demonstrate  
that capital needs did not dictate partner choice, and were therefore unlikely to have shaped differences in  
network patterns. Similarly, a means comparison of  network constraint scores (Burt 1992) does not offer  
strong evidence that founders in the finance sector (mean constraint = .626; sd = .319) enjoyed greater  
broker opportunities than founders in other industries (mean constraint = .698; sd = .277).
39 Unfortunately, we lack sufficient data on religious affiliation (e.g. Old Believers), which played another  
substantial role in forming the identity of  the Russian merchantry (Rieber 1982). As kinship is likely to  
correlate with religion, it should subsume co-religious ties to some extent.
40 Systematic kinship information is not directly available for all founders in our data. We therefore coded  
kinship through a careful matching on surnames contained in the RUSCORP database. We first had native 
speakers of  German, Russian and Baltic languages correct any obvious misspellings. We then used a name  
recognition algorithm to match founders based on their surname and code them as dyads linked by a  
kinship tie. Finally, we identified all components in this kinship network as our proxy for families. Co-
founding ties within the same family in figure 5 mean that founders within the same kinship component  
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Once again, this result contrasts significantly with the network core where merely 15% of  

partnership ties formed among kin.

Equally crucial for merchant entrepreneurs and for tsarist Russia in general were the  

boundaries that separated the diverse ethnic groups the empire was composed of  (Kappeler  

2001; Weeks 1996).41 Self-selection, often fueled by ethnic prejudice, was evident such that  

merchant entrepreneurs often preferred co-ethnic business partners (Owen 1991b; Rieber 1982).  

As noted earlier, increasingly repressive legislation against foreign entrepreneurs and ethnic  

minorities, especially against Jews, restricted many corporate activities to ethnic Russians  

(Nathans 2002; Rogger 1986). The proportions reported in fi gure 5 suggest that ethnicity was 

indeed a correlate of  corporate partnerships: about 60% of  co-founding ties linked entrepreneurs  

who shared the same ethnic origin. Yet, the difference in diversity between core and periphery  

that is so substantial for all other categories seems absent with respect to ethnicity. 42

In sum, these results show that the extent of  fragmentation we identifi ed earlier is not just 

a by-product of  our focus on co-founding partnerships. Certainly, alternative ties and group  

memberships may have bridged the structural holes and supported cohesion within the co-

formed a partnership. This coding is obviously a proxy, but the bias can be in both directions: not all  
founders who share the same surname are necessarily relatives; but not all founders need to bear the same  
surname for them to be kin. Matching on last names may also obscure Russifi cation of  ethnic minorities 
(Brower 2003; Kappeler 2001; Weeks 1996). However, our main point here is that business partners were  
less likely to be relatives than expected, based on the lack of  similarity in names. Our result is in fact  
conservative. If  we were able to correct the Russifi cation bias, then the names of  ethnic minority members  
that currently look similar to Russian names will differ from those Russian names. Consequently, there  
would be even less similarity in last names among business partners than we observe.
41 We find a strong correlation between ethnicity and our kinship coding: across all six period networks,  
92% of  kinship ties linked co-ethnic founders, on average (sd = 3.1%; max = 95.7%, min = 87.5%).
42 Until the end of  the third period (1885-92), co-ethnic partnership ties were in fact more prevalent in the  
periphery than in the core, thus exhibiting a pattern similar to within-industry, within-location, and  
kinship ties in figure 5. The tsarist government's discriminatory policies against non-Russians became  
particularly severe by the fourth period (1893-1900). This shift toward more severe restrictions coincided  
with an increase in the proportion of  co-ethnic partnership ties in the network core, from 44% of  all  
partnership ties in 1885-92 to 68% in 1893-1900. In the periphery, the proportion of  co-ethnic ties  
decreased from 67% (in 1885-92) to 60% (in 1893-1900). A possible explanation is that a sizable number  
of  those Russian founders who wished to continue their partnerships with non-Russians had to move from  
prominent network core positions to peripheral locations that were less exposed to government sanctions.
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founding network. Such alternative bridges were signifi cantly more common within the network 

core than within the periphery. It was primarily in the core that founders from diverse backgrounds 

– different regions, industries, and families – formed business partnerships with each other, and  

thus contributed to social cohesion. Ethnicity, in contrast, was a less likely source of  global  

cohesion. In both core and periphery, founders were more likely to eschew partners who did not  

share their ethnic origins, a selection that contributed to fragmentation along ethnic boundaries.

Finally, the majority of  founders (68% in the entire 1869-1913 window) were located in  

the periphery of  the co-founding network, and here their dominant strategy of  partnership  

choice was homophily, not diversity. They preferred partners who shared their background, a  

strategy that may yield local cohesion, but hardly global cohesion that would enable them to  

reach distant and diverse clusters of  entrepreneurs. In the absence of  reliable public institutions  

to protect property rights and contract commitment, such reliance on trustworthy neighbors and  

one’s family may have made perfect sense for entrepreneurs in the periphery. But the unintended  

consequence of  this homophily strategy in their local circles was the reproduction of  precisely the  

network fragmentation their strategy was designed to cope with in the fi rst place. One obvious 

question is why the structural holes between components were so persistent over time. If  network  

reach was really so beneficial, why do we observe so little change toward cohesion over time? Our  

evidence suggests that a local preference for similar business partners was one, but certainly not  

the only important influence that blocked substantial changes in the network structure.

DISCUSSION

Summary Of  Results

The motivation for our analysis has been a substantive puzzle for emergent economies. In the  

absence of  sufficiently developed public institutions to enforce contract commitments and  
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property rights, reputation and the control benefi ts of  cohesive networks may provide private-

order substitutes (Greif  2006). Their organizational prerequisites are networks that are both  

cohesive to permit effective sanctioning and wide reaching so that exchange partners may learn  

about each other's past behavior. The puzzle is that emergent economies often lack precisely such  

networks that are cohesive and wide reaching at the same time. Instead, fragmentation into  

numerous rival interest groups tends to characterize their social structure. How is effective  

economic action possible without the support of  reliable public institutions and an insuffi cient 

organizational foundation for alternative private-order arrangements?

We considered this question in the historical setting of  late imperial Russia (1869-1913),  

where weak public institutions, often arbitrary governance, and fragmentation into competing  

ethnic, religious, and regional interest groups characterized an emergent economy (Gatrell 1995;  

Kappeler 2001). We have examined rich historical evidence on corporate entrepreneurship,  

particularly how varying patterns of  partnership networks and the reputation of  founding  

partners channeled the mobilization of  firm capital. The evidence indicates that reputation-

based arrangements were most effective in small and isolated peripheral components, composed  

of  founders who shared similar ethnic, kinship, and regional origins. Here network closure and  

homophily combined to yield capital benefi ts from reputation. Within the wide-spanning network  

core with its diverse membership, brokerage and bridging opportunities were more signifi cant for 

capital mobilization than reputation effects. We also fi nd that core entrepreneurs tended to be  

more successful in raising basic capital than their competitors in the periphery.

Political Implications

Historians have long noted the absence of  a rising bourgeoisie in late imperial Russia. In contrast  

to western Europe, the middle classes in Russia were unable to turn their economic power into  
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political influence. To explain this lack of  political engagement, historical interpretations have  

invoked similar fissures as the ones we have documented here: ethnic differences, religious  

segregation, and rivalries between industrial regions in addition to inequality in social ranks  

(Clowes, Kassow, and West 1991; Rieber 1982). As the merchant entrepreneurs belonged to the  

social strata at the very heart of  the middle classes, our fi ndings indicate that economic 

fragmentation might be added to their social and cultural fragmentation. It might be added  

because it had important consequences for organizing collective political action. Successful  

political mobilization requires both a collective identity and a tangible organizational foundation  

(Gould 1995). To the extent that neither kinship, ethnicity, nor regional attachment facilitated  

collective action among Russian merchants and their political allies, the networks formed through  

their business activities may have been the most promising basis left for political organization.  

However, as shown here, the fragmentation of  partnership networks remained robust over the  

entire 1869-1913 period, possibly as a by-product of  the tendency toward homophily and  

insularity among founder groups in the periphery. Consequently, “no social group in the empire  

suffered a greater loss of  identity and vitality in this unsystematic system than the merchantry”  

(Rieber 1982, p.418). This is not the place for a comprehensive account of  middle class politics in  

Russia before the October Revolution. Still, it appears that the fragmentation of  economic  

networks in which the Russian merchant entrepreneurs were embedded was an important  

organizational reason why they did not assume a more prominent and decisive political role.

General Implications

Our argument is obviously limited by further substantive scope conditions. It applies primarily to  

similar settings where state governments are either too weak to suffi ciently uphold contract 

enforcement and property rights as public goods, or where governments grant property rights  
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only selectively to particular ethnic, regional, or religious interest groups, and pursue policies that  

exclude members of  other groups (Haber, Razo, and Maurer 2003). Stable political institutions 

are so important for efficient economic organization and development because “a market meant  

much more than just effective demand, or the use of  money in exchange, or even good transport  

facilities, but also confidence in the stability of  the currency, a proper credit organisation, a 

system of  reliable and enforceable law, and knowledge which came from the experience of  the  

operation of  market forces” (Crisp 1976, p.218).

A number of  recent studies, particularly in economic history, suggest that private-order  

institutions that rely on enforcement through reputation costs may offer suitable alternatives in  

such settings where public institutions are absent or weak (Greif  2006; Maurer and Sharma  

2001; Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990). The emphasis in most of  these studies tends to be on  

informal enforcement of  contract commitment and property rights. Our fi ndings, however, show 

that enforcement through reputation requires network closure. As closure is primarily a quality of  

locally bounded networks, reputation-based enforcement also tends to be a local arrangement  

whose sanctioning power rarely reaches beyond the confi nes of  such local social structures. Much  

less emphasis has been placed on network reach beyond the local enforcement of  norms.  

Returning to our initial puzzle, the historical evidence we have presented indicates that access to  

fresh resources and novel information through wide-spanning networks – through brokers and  

bridges – is a prerequisite of  effective economic organization that is just as critical as enforcement  

under conditions of  emerging markets and industrialization. T he benefits of  brokerage are well 

documented (Burt 2005). Still, our evidence also demonstrates that reliance on reputation may be  

a successful strategy when the usual legal sanctions are unreliable and entry-barriers to the more  

advantageous positions in wide-reaching networks are too high.
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APPENDIX

<Figure A.1 about here>

Basic Capital And Economic Performance

For our reputation argument to be meaningful, potential investors should have been able to infer  

future performance from founders' success in mobilizing capital at the time of  founding. Hence,  

one general concern is how basic capital relates to later corporate performance. Systematic  

information on conventional indicators of  performance such as labor force size, the value of  

assets and stocks, annual sales figures or profits is either unavailable or rudimentary at best (Owen  

1995, pp. 175-79). As an alternative measure of  performance, entries in corporate directories for  

the years 1869, 1874, 1892, 1905, and 1914 allow us to compare the survival rates of  corporate  

foundings we classified as successful and those we coded as non-successful. The RUSCORP 

database does not have this survival information for every company in our sample, but we were  

able to obtain it for 1,301 successful founding teams and for 1,096 non-successful ones, all  

established between 1869 and 1913. For example, a company founded in 1870 is considered to  

have survived until 1874 if  it is listed in the corporate directory of  that year. The company  

survived further until 1892 if  it is also listed in the 1892 directory. If  it is not listed in the 1905  

directory, it is coded as having failed by 1905. The information is obviously not perfect, as we  

cannot specify exactly in what year between 1892 and 1905 the company failed. Most likely, this  

discrete-time measure of  failure will bias corporate lifetime upward toward longer survival, but  

the bias is the same for successful and non-successful foundings. Figure A.2 plots the resulting  

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.

<Figure A.2 about here>

Clearly, our classification of  success based on capital mobilization is a meaningful  

indicator of  future economic performance: successful corporate foundings survived at a  
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significantly higher rate than non-successful foundings (chi-2=10.52, p= .0012). If  anything, our  

analysis is conservative: the majority of  foundings occur in the last periods (see table A.1), and  

opportunities for failure become fewer the closer the time of  founding gets to 1914 (the censoring  

year). Hence, the failure rates in the first 10+ years after founding for the two groups are likely to  

appear more equal than they really are. We therefore relied on the log-rank test to compare the  

equality of  survivor functions because it emphasizes differences toward the end of  analysis time  

(Blossfeld and Rohwer 2002, p. 81).

<Table A.1 about here>

Still, some economic historians reason that the capital recorded in charters was a nominal  

rather than a real value. Carstensen (1983) and Crisp (1976, pp. 36-38) argue that expansions of  

capital did not reflect real investments but efforts to reduce a company’s tax rate, especially after  

tax increases in 1906-1908: “In 1906 the progressivity of  the tax was increased sharply, the  

marginal rates reaching 24 percent on profi ts that exceeded 16 percent of  nominal capital. To  

reduce taxes, a company only needed to increase its capital” (Carstensen 1983, pp.143-45). We  

find no evidence that supports this argument, at least not in our sample: throughout all  

specifications in table 3, none of  the year dummies for 1906 and onward show a signifi cant 

positive effect on basic capital, as one would expect if  founders systematically sought to evade  

taxes. We only find insignificant, or significant negative effects.

Even if  we exclude tax evasion, the capital recorded in the charters may not express real  

values of  successful corporations but stock-jobbing by unscrupulous founders and speculators. For  

example, the founders of  the notoriously mismanaged Russian Railroad Company, the largest  

corporation ever chartered, listed the absurd sum of  275 million silver rubles as the basic capital  

in its charter (Owen 1991a, pp. 30-54). Again, our regressions offer robust evidence that a  

reputation of  past success is a strong predictor of  future success. If  large capitalizations merely  
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indicated embezzlement, then we should not fi nd that the same founders were repeatedly able to 

win investors for their projects, assuming that investors remembered past fraud. As an alternative  

estimate of  real investments, we also considered matching our company data with available price  

data for companies listed at the Saint Petersburg stock exchange in 1865-1914. 43 Unfortunately, 

we were unable to identify a sufficient number of  matches for a meaningful comparison.

<Table A.2 about here>

Robustness Of  Fragmentation Results

The observed pattern of  network fragmentation we observe in the Russian case may be fairly  

common in affiliation networks of  similar dimensions and perhaps not even different from what  

can be expected by chance alone. Unfortunately, we still know comparatively little about expected  

distributions for component sizes in such large collaboration networks. We therefore compare our  

observed patterns with distributions of  component sizes and proportions of  nodes contained in  

the largest component derived from simulated random networks. To simulate our co-founder  

networks in each period, we first went back to the original 2-mode networks that linked each  

company to its respective founders, and calculated the average degree for each of  these observed  

company-by-founder networks. We then simulated 500 random 2-mode networks in each period  

so that they share the same dimensions as the observed 2-mode network (i.e. same number of  

companies, number of  founders, and average degree). As we demonstrated earlier, geographical  

distance alone was not a sufficient barrier to the formation of  co-founding ties across different  

locales (see figures 4 and 5). We therefore opted for a parsimonious strategy and did not condition  

probabilities of  tie formation on the geographic location of  founders (which is also impossible to  

do for serial founders whose activities spanned multiple locales). We then transformed each  

43  Cabolis, Christos, William Goetzmann, and Peter Radchenko. St. Petersburg Stock Exchange: Russian Capital  
Markets Project, 1865-1917. International Center for Finance, Yale School of  Management. URL:  
http://icf.som.yale.edu/spse/index.shtml . Last accessed January 20, 2009.
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simulated random network into its 1-mode founder-by-founder projection, just as we did with our  

observed networks. Note that this simulation strategy on the basis of  2-mode networks replicates  

the clustering tendency among founders who belong to the same team that is inherent to the  

observed affiliation network (see Moody 2004). This procedure yields 500 randomly rewired  

founder-by-founder networks in each of  our periods. We then calculated the number and sizes of  

all simulated components.

<Figure A.3 about here>

Figure A.3 compares the distributions of  the proportion of  founders in the largest  

component for all simulated random networks and the observed networks, arranged by sub  

periods. The box-plots document that proportion of  founders contained in the largest component  

is between 30 and 50 percentage points lower in the observed networks than in the random  

networks. These results thus clearly indicate that the observed extent of  structural fragmentation  

could not be expected by chance alone.

Endogeneity Checks: Discriminatory Legislation And Partner Choice

Does the recruitment of  reputable partners increase the amount of  basic capital, as our  

reasoning suggests, or do capital requirements for an intended enterprise dictate the choice of  

founding partners who are able to raise sufficient funds? To disentangle the causal sequence, we  

first identify an instrumental variable that signifi cantly constrained the choice of  business  

partners but had no systematic impact upon the size of  capital mobilized. In particular, we rely  

on the introduction of  arbitrary legislations whereby the tsarist government discriminated against  

foreign and especially Jewish entrepreneurs. We demonstrate that these discriminatory policies  

were systematically related to variation in the choice of  partners. In a second step, we then  

compare the effect of  successful founding partners on the amount of  capital raised before and after  
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the introduction of  these arbitrary policies. The main idea is that, once they were enacted, these  

legal discriminations severely limited the kinds of  partners one could choose. Consequently,  

whatever capitalization requirements existed, they could not have been primarily responsible for  

the choice of  business partners.

We consider the cumulative effect, by 1899, of  successive government restrictions on  

Jewish (and often Polish) corporate activities in the Russian Empire (detailed in Owen 1991a,  

pp.122-49).44 Between 1864 and 1890 alone, a series of  increasingly restrictive legal regulations  

were enacted that prohibited Jewish entrepreneurs from leasing or owning landed property and  

from taking up residence outside the Jewish Pale of  Settlement. 45 Corporate landholding also 

became restricted to prevent Jews from acquiring land indirectly through company shares. From  

1892 onwards, Jews were denied property rights pertaining to mining areas in Poland, and by  

1899, most corporate managerial positions were closed to Jews.

<Table A.3 about here>

Table A.3 demonstrates that these discriminatory policies signifi cantly reduced 

partnership ties between ethnic-Russians and Jews (coding based on the ethnic classifi cation of 

founders in the corporate charters). In Russia at large, the percentage of  ties that Russians  

maintained with Jewish partners dropped signifi cantly from 7.4% before 1899 to merely 4.1% 

afterwards. The percentage decreased despite a 60% increase in the number of  potential Jewish  

partners. The decline in choosing Jewish founding partners was even more pronounced in  

44 We also attempted more fine-grained estimations of  before/after effects of  these policies, using more  
than one point in time. Unfortunately, the data do not leave us with suffi cient numbers of  observations in 
some periods to reliably estimate policy impacts.
45 Established in 1791, the “Pale of  Permanent Jewish Settlement” (cherta postoiannoi evreiskoi osedlosti ) 
bounded the territory to which the Russian state confi ned permanent Jewish residence until 1917. It  
included the Empire's fifteen western provinces (roughly today's Lithuania, Belorussia, and Ukraine) plus  
the Kingdom of  Poland. Few Jews were permitted to reside outside of  the Pale. The 1897 census  
estimated around 5.2 million Jews in the Russian Empire, about 4% of  the entire population, making 
them the largest non-Slavic and non-Christian group (Nathans 2002; Rogger 1986).
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locations directly affected by the discriminatory laws: the percentage of  partnership ties that  

Russian founders maintained with Jews were signifi cantly reduced by nearly a half, from about  

17% before 1899 to about 9% afterwards.

<Table A.4 about here>

Table A.4 demonstrates that other Russian founders could not adequately compensate the  

loss of  successful Jewish partners. In the entire Russian Empire, about 10% of  Jewish founders  

were involved in previously successful foundings before 1899, using our defi nition of  success. In 

contrast, merely 5% of  the Russian founders in our sample can be considered successful before  

1899. This significant difference disappeared with the full impact of  discriminatory policies. After  

1899, the proportion of  successful Jewish founders was halved to 5% whereas the increase of  

successful Russian founders was marginal, by less than 1%. The results are nearly identical for  

those locations directly affected by the discriminatory policies. Both tables document that state-

sponsored discrimination did indeed shape Russian founders' choice of  business partners, and  

thus provides a suitable instrument for our robustness analysis.

In table A.5, we apply the same OLS specifications as in table 3. The difference is that we  

compare the estimates before and after the full impact of  discriminatory policies in those  

locations that were directly affected by them. The post-1899 estimates take into account that  

these policies significantly constrained partner choices, which in turn permits us to identify the  

effect of  reputable and successful partners on the mobilization of  capital. 46

<Table A.5 about here>

The results in table A.5 confirm our inferences from table 3: joining with a reputable and  

successful partner still significantly increases the amount of  basic capital. The result remains  

46 Ideally, we would use a conventional two-stage specifi cation, but founders in our data typically joined  
with multiple partners in varying founding teams and years. Consequently, legal restrictions applied to  
some, but not all of  their partners. It thus remains unclear which partners should be selected to specify the  
IV model.
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robust when we take legal restrictions on partner choice into account, indicating that variation in  

partnering with successful founders is largely exogenous to capital requirements. The magnitude  

of  these estimates increases slightly after 1899, possibly because those previously successful  

founders that were still available as partners made even more of  a difference in capital  

mobilization than before. A similar logic may explain the strong impact of  continued  

partnerships in column (4): if  the choice of  partners becomes increasingly restricted, then any  

opportunity to continue a working partnership will be appreciated.
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TABLE 1
CorporaQon characterisQcs, 1869‐1913

ObservaQons Mean (prop.) SD
(1) (2) (3)

Basic capital (in '000 Rubles) 3,527 1,654.216 4,287.309
Number of partners in founding team 3,527 2.977 3.132
Number of shares 3,527 5,456.181 14,384.540
Share price (in Rubles) 3,524 776.751 1,473.751

OrganizaQonal form:
          Joint‐stock (aktsionernoe obshchestvo) 2,285 .648
          Share partnership (tovarishchestvo na paiakh) 1,238 .351
          Company (kompaniia) 4 .001

LocaQon of corporaQon:
          EnQre Empire 168 .048
          BalQc 166 .047
          West 81 .023
          South 743 .211
          Center 802 .227
          Volga‐Ural 214 .061
          North 584 .166
          Poland 350 .099
          Caucasus 236 .067
          Central Asia 60 .017
          Siberia 87 .025
          Finland 3 .001
          Foreign Countries 22 .006
          In Russian Empire, but exact locaQ on unknown 11 .003

Industry sector of corporaQon:
          Beets 226 .064
          Malt 83 .024
          TexQle 68 .019
          Chemical 118 .034
          Metal 84 .024
          Railway 38 .011
          River 77 .022
          Mining 234 .066
          ConstrucQon 74 .021
          Wholesale 207 .059
          Finance 350 .099
          Public AdministraQ on 6 .002
          Other Manufacturing 1,739 .493
          Other Transport 217 .062
          Unclassifi able 6 .002

Note: The table reports descripQve staQsQcs for all corporaQons that were chartered in 1869‐1913 and are included in the analysis. Capital amounts are 
standardized  and  deflated  to  1913  rubles.  Share  price  is  also  reported  based  on  the  standard  ruble  of  account  (see  Owen  1989).  For  the  fi rst  four 
conQnuous variables, the second column reports the number of corporaQ ons for which these data are available. For all other variables, the second column 
reports  the number  of  corporaQons  in each  category,  given  that  such data are available.  For  these  categorical  variables,  the  third  column  reports  the 
proporQon of corporaQons in each category. The source for all data is the RUSCORP database (Owen 1992).



TABLE 2
Founder characterisQ cs, 1869‐1913

One‐Qme founders (N=8,709) Serial founders (N=768)
ObservaQons Mean (prop.) SD ObservaQons Mean (prop.) SD Sig. diff.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Founding acQvity:
          Basic capital (in '000 Rubles) 8,709 1,614.490 4,508.248 1,832 2,216.674 4,771.562 ‐5.143
          Ego's previous success 1,832 .356
          Partners' previous success 1,832 .200
          ConQnued partnerships 1,077 .157
          Number of corporate foundings 1,832 2.843 1.593
          Years between subsequent foundings 1,077 4.751 6.651
Number of different regions 1,301 .394 .810
          As proporQon of all foundings by founder 1,301 .139 .233
Number of different industries 1,093 .677 .940
          As proporQon of all foundings by founder 1,093 .244 .261

Founders' ethnic background:
          Armenian 159 .018 29 .038 13.807
          Jewish 990 .114 99 .129 1.610
          Russian 4,194 .482 410 .534 7.723
          Norwegian 723 .083 51 .066 2.597
          French 83 .010 4 .005 1.449
          German 1,448 .166 107 .139 3.735
          Greek 95 .011 10 .013 .288
          Tatar 125 .014 9 .012 .351
          Other 892 .102 49 .064 11.771

Founders' status:
         Nobility 470 .054 66 .086 13.519
         Government official 959 .110 115 .150  11.027
         Military 403 .046 18 .023 8.670
         EducaQonal/professional estates 981 .113 89 .116 .074

         Commercial, industrial, fi nancial/Urban estates 4,319 .496 381 .496 .0001
         Landed estates 1,230 .141 68 .089 16.577
         Religious officials 1 .001 0 .000 .088
         OrganizaQons as founders 346 .040 31 .040 .008

Note: Capital values are standardized and defl ated to 1913 rubles. Success is lagged by one previous founding event and equals 1 if a founder mobilized basic capital for a previous corporaQ on that was equal 
to or exceeded the median capital for all other corporaQ ons founded in the same industry, region, and decade. Measurement of Partner's success follows the same raQ onale, but applied to a founder's 
current partners in a founding team. Repeated partnership equals 1 if one or more of a founder's current partners were also his partners in a previous founding team. ObservaQ ons are person‐years, the 
number of unique founders are reported in the column headers. Signifi cant differences compare means (t‐staQ sQc) and proporQons (chi‐2, df=1) between one‐Qme and serial founders. The source for all data 
is the RUSCORP database (Owen 1992).

* p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01



TABLE 3
Least square esQmates of basic capital raised by founding teams with serial founders, 1869‐1913

OLS Founder fixed‐effects
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Partner's previous success .172 .144 .162 .174
(.051)*** (.055)*** (.047)*** (.078)**

ConQnued partnership .154 .277
(.098) (.107)***

Experience (number of past foundings) ‐.008 ‐.076
(.025) (.040)*

Founder fixed‐effects No No Yes Yes
Founder controls Yes Yes No No
Founding team controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed‐effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of corporaQons founded 1,265 827 1,265 827
Number of serial founders 773 764 773 764
ObservaQons 1,832 1,077 1,832 1,077
R‐squared (within founder cases for models 3 and 4) .490 .524 .435 .577
 
Note: Standard errors, adjusted for clustering within founding teams, are reported in parentheses. The dependent variable is the logged 
basic capital of newly incorporated companies. Capital values are standardized and defl ated to 1913 rubles. Partner's success is lagged by 
one previous founding event and equals 1 if one or more partners in a founder's current partnership generated basic capital for a 
previous corporaQon that was equal to or exceeded the median capital for all other corporaQ ons founded in the same industry, region, 
and decade. ConQnued partnership equals 1 if one or more of Ego's current partners were also Ego's partners in a previous founding 
team. Founder controls include naQ onality/ethnic background and social status of founders. Founding team controls include the number 
of founders involved, number of shares issued, organizaQ onal form (joint‐stock=1, otherwise=0), locaQ on within the Russian Empire, and 
industry sector of the corporaQon. All regressions include fixed‐effects for years in which corporaQons were founded. The number of 
observaQons in models (2) and (4) decreases because conQnued partnerships can only be meaningfully measured from the second 
founding onward. Consequently, all instances of founding debuts are excluded in models (2) and (4).

* p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01



TABLE 4
Network fragmentaQon: founder‐by‐founder Q es, 1869‐1913

Number of Number of Number of Prop. in largest Component sizes
founders isolates FragmentaQon components component Max. Mean Median Mode 95 PercenQle

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1869‐1876 2,308 29 .887 240 .331 763 9.496 4 3 18
1877‐1884 996 55 .991 212 .066 66 4.439 3 2 10
1885‐1892 717 53 .991 150 .035 25 4.427 3 2 10
1893‐1900 2,540 303 .997 581 .026 66 3.850 3 2 9
1901‐1908 1,939 310 .996 404 .036 70 4.032 3 2 10
1909‐1913 3,051 456 .998 620 .022 67 4.185 3 2 10

CumulaQve network, 1869‐1913 11,545 1,170 .979 2,028 .144 1,667 5.116 3 2 11

Note: All founder networks contain both serial and one‐Q me founders. FragmentaQon reports the proporQon of founders that cannot reach each other through their direct network Q es. The number of components excludes isolates, which are reported separately.



TABLE 5
Least square esQmates of basic capital raised by founding teams

with serial founders, 1869‐1913: Network eff ects in core and periphery

Core effect Constraint effect
(1) (2) (3)

Partner's previous success .391 .384 .151
(.162)** (.164)** (.055)***

Network core membership .114 .102
(.066)* (.066)

Partner's previous success x network core membership ‐.316 ‐.298
(.182)* (.184)

Founder's network constraint  ‐.214 ‐.231
(.094)** (.093)**

ConQnued partnership .137 .136 .152
(.098) (.099) (.098)

Founder controls Yes Yes Yes
Founding team controls Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed‐effects Yes Yes Yes

Number of corporaQons founded 827 827 827
Number of serial founders 764 764 764
ObservaQons 1,077 1,077 1,077
R‐squared .527 .529 .527

Note: Standard errors, adjusted for clustering within founding teams, are reported in parentheses. The 
dependent variable is the logged basic capital of newly incorporated companies. Capital values are 
standardized and deflated to 1913 rubles. Network core membership is a binary indicator. The network core 
consists of all components that are equal to or larger than the 95th percenQ le of component sizes. All other 
components and isolates are defined as the network periphery. Founder's network constraint measures the 
extent of closure among each founder's direct network contacts, using Burt's (1992) measure of constraint, 
scaled to range between 0 and 1. Both core membership and network constraint are measured as Q me‐
varying covariates. All regressions include fi xed‐effects for years in which corporaQons were founded. For all 
other measurements, refer to table 3.
* p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01



TABLE 6
Core vs. periphery: Means comparison of network connecQ vity and capital mobilizaQ on, by period

Number of founders Founder's network constraint Basic capital (in '000 Rubles)
Core Periphery Core Periphery T‐stat Core Periphery T‐stat

Period (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1869‐1876 1,091 1,217 .246 .600 38.617*** 2,607.324 2,636.637 .093
(.005) (.007) (251.614) (190.333)

1877‐1884 211 785 .354 .780 32.472*** 2,785.677 1,062.345 ‐5.517***
(.010) (.006) (567.092) (44.340)

1885‐1892 139 578 .293 .776 28.187*** 2,706.890 1,590.236 ‐5.078***
(.014) (.008) (205.112) (97.336)

1893‐1900 527 2,013 .330 .682 57.334*** 2,424.646 1,733.738 ‐5.355***
(.007) (.003) (133.380) (57.913)

1901‐1908 404 1,535 .220 .822 67.915*** 1,425.866 1,396.075 ‐.142
(.008) (.004) (94.665) (105.469)

1909‐1913 651 2,400 .316 .793 61.276*** 2,509.585 1,297.373 ‐7.590***
(.007) (.004) (245.050) (47.923)

CumulaQve network, 1869‐1913 3,719 7,826 .776 .725 10.558*** 2,449.319 1,487.954 ‐10.694***
(.003) (.004) (99.097) (37.880)

Note: Standard errors for all means reported in parentheses. The network  core consists of all components that are equal to or larger than the 95th percenQ le of 
component sizes. All other components and isolates are defi ned as the network periphery. Founder's network constraint measures the extent of closure among each 
founder's direct network contacts, using Burt's (1992) measure of constraint, scaled to range between 0 and 1. Basic capital is standardized and defl ated to 1913 
rubles. The means comparisons for basic capital include mulQ ple observaQons for serial founders.
*** p < .01 (one‐tailed)



TABLE A.1
Network fragmentaQon: founding team‐by‐founding team Q es, 1869‐1913

Number of Number of Number of Prop. in largest Component sizes
teams isolates FragmentaQon components component Max. Mean Median Mode 95 PercenQle
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1869‐1876 418 240 .940 29 .244 102 13.933 2 2 102
1877‐1884 316 236 .998 31 .032 10 2.581 2 2 4
1885‐1892 229 183 .999 20 .022 5 2.300 2 2 5
1893‐1900 1,049 795 .999 89 .014 15 2.854 2 2 7
1901‐1908 779 668 1.000 46 .008 6 2.413 2 2 4
1909‐1913 1,221 1,006 .999 70 .019 23 3.071 2 2 6

CumulaQve network, 1869‐1913 4,172 2,848 .991 350 .097 403 3.783 2 2 5

Note: All founding team networks are derived using both serial and one‐Q me founders. FragmentaQon reports the proporQon of founding‐teams that cannot reach each other through their direct network Q es. The number of components excludes isolates, which are reported 
separately.



TABLE A.2
Robustness checks: least square esQ mates of basic capital without fi rst period (1869‐1876) cohort of founders

Baseline reputaQon effect Network effects in core and periphery
OLS Founder fixed‐effects Core effect Constraint effect

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Partner's previous success .130 .156 .169 .175 .435 .427 .165

(.062)** (.070)** (.056)*** (.095)* (.168)*** (.170)** (.070)**
ConQnued partnership .136 .206 .108 .106 .133

(.138) (.148) (.140) (.140) (.138)
Experience (number of past foundings) .030 .002

(.032) (.062)
Network core membership .105 .092

(.079) (.079)
Partner's previous success x network core membership ‐.369 ‐.346

(.191)* (.194)*
Founder's network constraint  ‐.224 ‐.244

(.119)* (.118)**

Founder fixed‐effects No No Yes Yes No No No
Founder controls Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
Founding team controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed‐effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of corporaQons founded 1,010 625 1,010 625 625 625 625
Number of serial founders 586 577 586 577 577 577 577
ObservaQons 1,353 771 1,353 771 771 771 771
R‐squared (within founder cases for models 3 and 4) .473 .520 .420 .620 .523 .526 .523
 

Note: Standard errors, adjusted for clustering within founding teams, are reported in parentheses. The dependent variable is the logged basic capital of newly incorporated companies. The 
esQmates reported here replicate those in tables 3 and 5, but exclude all founders who were acQ ve in the first period, 1869‐1876. For further details, refer to tables 3 and 5.

* p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01



TABLE A.3
Effect of discriminatory legislaQ on against Jewish entrepreneurs on co‐founding networks with Russian entrepreneurs

EnQre Russian Empire LocaQons affected by discriminatory legislaQ on
Before 1899 In and aBer 1899 Sig. diff. of prop. Before 1899 In and aBer 1899 Sig. diff. of prop.

(z‐stat) (z‐stat)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

All co‐founding Q es maintained by Russians 13,978 11,921 2,936 2,519
     Ties with Jewish partners 1,041 486 496 223
     As proporQon of all Qes .074 .041 11.251*** .169 .089 8.701***

Number of Russian founders 2,413 2,642 573 681
Number of Jewish founders 464 748 332 495

Note: LocaQons affected by discriminatory legislaQon are the Pale of SeRlement, Kingdom of Poland, Don Military Region, Caucasus, Turkestan, steppes, Amur and Pacifi c MariQme 
regions of the Russian Empire.

*** p < .01 (one‐tailed)



TABLE A.4
Effect of discriminatory legislaQon on proporQon of successful Jewish founders

EnQre Russian Empire LocaQons affected by 
discriminatory legislaQon

Before 1899 In and aBer 1899 Before 1899 In and aBer 1899
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Jewish founders
     ObservaQons 539 815 379 532
     ProporQon previously successful .098 .050 .095 .049

Russians and other founders
     ObservaQons 5,170 6,041 1,830 2,442
     ProporQon previously successful .049 .057 .051 .057

Chi‐2 (df= 1) 23.477*** .569 10.786*** .593

Note: ObservaQons refer to individual entrepreneurs involved in founding events. LocaQ ons affected by discriminatory legislaQon 
are the Pale of SeRlement, Kingdom of Poland, Don Military Region, Caucasus, Turkestan, steppes, Amur and Pacifi c MariQme 
regions of the Russian Empire. For measurement of founding success refer to note to table 3 above. The signifi cant differences in 
proporQons refer to within‐column comparisons.

*** p < .01 (one‐tailed)



TABLE A.5

Before 1899 In and aBer 1899
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Partner's previous success .222 .168 .347 .240
(.097)** (.104) (.122)*** (.119)**

ConQnued partnership .207 .672
(.127) (.208)***

Jewish founder .164 .183 ‐.238 ‐.283
(.140) (.142) (.156) (.145)*

Founder controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Company controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed‐effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of firms founded 159 159 202 202
Number of serial founders 162 162 203 203
ObservaQons 213 213 253 253
R‐squared .755 .760 .633 .653

Endogeneity checks: least square esQmates of basic capital raised by founding teams before and aB er discriminatory legislaQon against 
Jewish entrepreneurs in 1899

Note: Standard errors, adjusted for clustering within founding teams, are reported in parentheses. Discriminatory legislaQ on limited access of Jews to real 
estate,residence,  right  of  eminent  domain,  and  managerial  posiQ ons  in  the  Pale  of  SeRlement,  Kingdom  of  Poland,  Don Military  Region,  Caucasus, 
Turkestan, steppes, Amur and Pacifi c MariQme regions of the Russian Empire. All esQmates apply to observaQons in these locaQons only. All regressions 
include fixed‐effects for years in which corporaQons were founded. For measurement of main effects and controls refer to table 3.

* p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01
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Fig. 1.—Network foundations of economic organization.
Network closure (left) versus network reach through bridges and brokers (right). Overall network connectivity increases with increasing 
opportunities for bridges and brokerage between clusters.



Fig. 2.—Number of corporate foundings within the Russian Empire, 1869-1913.



Fig. 3.—Cumulative founder-by-founder network, 1869-1913.

The nodes represent individual entrepreneurs, linked by their joint membership in the same founding teams. The black and gray nodes in the center 
represent the network core. Black nodes are founders within the largest component. Gray nodes are founders within all other components that are 
equal to or larger than the 95th percentile of component sizes. White nodes belong to the periphery, which consists of all components that are 
smaller than the 95th percentile of component sizes. The network is drawn using a spring-embedding graphing algorithm such that the distance 
between founders is proportional to the shortest path linking them. To avoid placing nodes too close to each other, the algorithm minimizes variation 
in the length of lines.



T.S. Morozov A.I. Konovalov

Fig. 4.—Two exemplary entrepreneurs in the core of the cumulative founder-by-founder network, 1869-1913.

The two call-outs show the broker positions and personal networks of Timofei Savvich Morozov (left) and Aleksandr Ivanovich Konovalov 
(right), both embedded in the wider co-founding network (see main text for biographical details on the two entrepreneurs). For the 
graphing layout, see the note to figure 3.



Fig. 5.—Comparison of network core and periphery: Proportion of co-founding ties within categories over entire period, 
1869-1913. Significant differences in proportions: * p < .05; ** p < .01 (Chi-2, df = 1).



Fig. A.1.—Distribution of logged basic capital of corporate foundings in the transportation sector, by period.

The figure plots the distribution of basic capital in the transportation industry, including railways and river shipment. The Y-axis 
represents logged basic capital amounts, standardized and deflated to 1913 rubles. The X-axis refers to the periodization we 
use in our network analysis (see main text). The boxes enclose the interquartile range. The lines within the box areas represent 
median values. The whiskers and dots represent outlying observations that extent beyond the 75th and 25th percentiles.
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Fig. A.2.—Basic capital as indicator of economic performance

The graph compares survival rates for corporate foundings coded as successful (their basic capital is equal 
to or exceeds the median capital for all other corporations founded in the same industry, region, and 
decade) and foundings coded as non-successful (their basic capital is below the median capital).
N = 1,096 non-successful foundings (227 failures) vs. n = 1,301 successful foundings (223 failures). 
Log-rank test of equality of survivor functions: chi2 (df = 1) = 10.53 (p = .0012).



Fig. A.3.—Simulation results: proportion of founders in main component in observed networks and in randomly 
generated networks.

The figure compares the observed proportion of founders in the largest component of the founder-level network 
with results from simulated random networks. For each period, the simulations are based on random 2-mode 
affiliation networks that include the same number of founders and companies, and assign the same average degree 
of founders as in the observed network. The simulated 2-mode affiliation networks are then transformed into 
1-mode founder networks, and the proportion of founders in the largest component is computed. The box-plots 
show the distribution of proportions for the simulated random networks in each period. The black circles represent 
the proportion of founders in the largest component in the observed networks in each period.
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